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Natural disasters can seriously damage telecommunications infrastructure in affected areas, 
drastically limiting the channels of communication between locals and emergency relief teams. In 
such situations it is critical to have readily-available communications infrastructures that can be 
deployed and utilized as soon after the event as possible. Our mission is part of a multi-year effort 
to provide satellite-based amateur radio communications to areas impacted by humanitarian crises 
to facilitate relief efforts. Specifically, we developed the mechanical subsystems of a 6U CubeSat, 
a small satellite, in order to provide expanded volume, enhanced power generation, and Earth 
referenced orientation control compared with previous satellite platforms developed by Santa 
Clara University. We have designed, fabricated, and verified the bus structure, deployable solar 
panel array, and attitude control system of a 6U CubeSat. The satellite platform provides 
approximately 3000 cm3 of internal payload volume and supports 5 W of continuous power draw, 
while also controlling the satellite’s orientation to within 10° of accuracy. The completed satellite 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Background and Project Motivation 
The damage inflicted by natural disasters can devastate not only buildings and infrastructure, but 
also drastically limit the channels of communication between locals and emergency relief teams. 
Our mission is part of a multi-year effort to provide satellite-based amateur radio communications 
to areas impacted by humanitarian crises to facilitate relief efforts. Specifically, we developed the 
mechanical subsystems of a 6U small satellite intended to provide expanded volume, enhanced 
power generation, and precise orientation control compared with previous satellite platforms 
developed by Santa Clara University (SCU).  
 
1.1.1 Communications and Disaster Response 
Natural disasters and other crises can detrimentally impact the channels of communication -- 
including phone lines, cell towers, and radio – between the impacted communities and relief 
organizations. Regardless of the medium, maintaining reliable communications between 
responders and affected individuals is integral to coordinating aid. Effective communication can 
also help notify victims of health risks, prevent panic, and mobilize resources [1].  
 
 
Figure 1.1-1. Hurricane Maria in 2017 left the entire island of Puerto Rico without power [2]. 
 
Approximately 200 million people are impacted by natural disasters every year. This number has 
reached as high as 350 million in the past decade alone [3]. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration found that 2017 was a record year for the number of worldwide natural disasters 
costing at least $1 billion in recovery efforts [3]. The availability of communications networks 
directly impacts the efficiency and effectiveness of these recovery efforts. According to a report 
by the Army National Guard, rescue efforts during Hurricane Katrina were limited by too few 
functional mobile towers and limited access to satellite networks [4]. Luckily, several amateur 
radio emergency stations sprang into action to disseminate public safety announcements to local 
radio stations. Multiple amateur radio operators relayed messages between victims stranded on 







During the 2010 earthquake in Haiti, about 85 percent of local households had access to mobile 
phones. The International Red Cross worked with local telecom operators to develop a targeted 
SMS communications system. The Red Cross states that the combined efforts of amateur radio 
operators and SMS communications services saved lives in the aftermath of the earthquake [4]. 
The improved response during the earthquake in Haiti compared with that of Hurricane Katrina 
was possible because of more capable communications infrastructure [4]. Providing additional 
avenues for amateur satellite-based radio communications during future disasters could likewise 
improve recovery efforts. 
 
1.1.2 SCU SmallSat Project History 
A way to facilitate communications during disasters is by using CubeSats to increase the ability 
of amateur radio stations to interact more efficiently. Many amateur radio satellites have been 
built, flown, and used for disaster communications. As the image below reveals, the CubeSat is 
small and can be deployed for highly focused tasks, such as connecting communications between 




Figure 1.1-2. View of a fully deployed 6U CubeSat. 
 
CubeSats, a standard of small satellites or smallsats offer universities and small companies around 
the world opportunities for exciting research and projects. Their small, regulated sizes and low 
costs allow students and engineers access to space. Santa Clara University has a strong history in 
smallsat design. Since 1999, the Robotics Systems Lab (RSL) at SCU has worked with student 






to track and monitor satellites on behalf of NASA Ames Research Center and industry partners. 
Below are listed previous platforms designed and missions operated through the RSL.  
Satellite Ground Operations 
 GeneSat (2006) 
 PharmaSat (2009) 
 O/OREOS (2010) 
 NanoSail-D2 (2010) 
 PhoneSat 2.4 & 2.5 (2013-14) 
 SporeSat (2014) 
 NODeS (2015) 
 EcAMSat (2017) 
Satellite Design 
 Artemis (1999) 
 Emerald (2000) 
 FASTRAC (2010) 
 EdgeCube (2017) 
 SCUCube (2017) 
Our 6U CubeSat implemented during the 2017-2018 academic year drew heavily on the experience 
and expertise of RSL faculty and students. The RSL has provided us an experiential and knowledge 
base for supporting our own work today. We are excited to be a part of SCU’s continued work in 
the small satellite industry.  
 
1.2 Review of Literature 
Our satellite aims to assist those who have suffered natural disasters in developing nations and 
need to contact rescuers by building upon previous experience where CubeSats have been used to 
support telecommunications in times of emergency. This infrastructure continues to grow [6], and 
recent developments such as formation flying, advanced communications techniques, and the ease 
of multi-CubeSat launches have enabled the creation of low cost communications networks for 
these developing nations [6]. In short, CubeSats have proved versatile in solving problems 
involving telecommunication at extremely low cost [6]. 
 
1.2.1 Telecommunications 
The scope of this design project included only the CubeSat’s mechanical subsystems. Though the 
telecommunications fall outside the project’s purview, understanding how these systems interact 
with and affect the mechanical systems enables more effective overall satellite design. Through 
careful study, three approaches to our own satellite’s communications subsystem were identified: 
purchasing a commercially available transceiver design for space or purchasing and modifying a 
terrestrial one and building a transceiver from individual parts [7]. This research provided our team 
with some perspective about planning for the future utilization of the 6U bus. Additionally, 
research in this area was critical to determining the minimum power requirements our system 
needed to support a simple communications payload consisting of a single amateur radio. 
 
1.2.2 The CubeSat Standard 
CubeSats typically support smaller payloads, thus reducing their power requirements. Since 1999, 
Professor Jordi Puig-Suari of California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo (Cal Poly 






provide an accessible standard of smallsats that reduces the cost, lowering the barrier to entry for 
aerospace missions [8]. As part of this standard, the “bus,” or central body of the satellite in which 
most of the equipment is contained, is defined by its number of standardized units, denoted as 
“U”s. A single U is defined as a 10 cm cube [9]. The idealized 6U bus, for example, would fill a 
20 x 10 x 30 cm volume in the x, y, and z dimensions, respectively. Examples of 1U and 6U 
CubeSat dimensions can be seen in Figure 1.2-1. In addition to the volume restriction, the total 
mass is limited to 12 kg for a 6U CubeSat [10]. 
 
 
Figure 1.2-1. Representation of the basic dimensions of a 1U and 6U CubeSat.  
 
Our 6U bus structure draws inspiration from the 3U CubeSat satellite known as the SCUCube 
developed during the 2016-2017 academic year at Santa Clara University. We built off their 
foundational work and offered solutions to many of the issues their design faced. These problems 
included both volume and mass restrictions and power generation challenges [11]. The SCUCube 
provides an especially pertinent example of CubeSat design as their timeline and available 
materials match our own constraints. This 3U CubeSat can be seen in Figure 1.2-2. 
 
 







Their thesis discusses each subsystem of the SCUCube and describes the function of each 
component. We did not design our own electronic components but instead focused on solving their 
space and mass issues by working with a larger, 6U bus. The former team also discusses how they 
designed their 3U bus, the fabrication process, and what software was used for analyses. Finally, 
it was helpful for our team to understand their goals and where they saw room for improvement. 
Our project is not a recreation of this work; however, the work performed provided the foundation 
from which we built and developed our larger CubeSat. 
 
1.2.3 Bus Structure 
Volume considerations. The current standards for 6U CubeSat bus structures are based on the 
specifications outlined by Cal Poly SLO; however, there are additional specifications based on the 
satellite’s chosen launch and deployment system. Cal Poly’s guidelines are based on the use of the 
Poly Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-Pod) deployment system, a 3U deployer. Because the design 
team plans to deploy the 6U CubeSat from the International Space Station (ISS), we will be using 
the NanoRacks deployment system instead. Therefore, both sets of specifications must be taken 
into account for the SCU 6U CubeSat in order to meet the CubeSat standards while also 
conforming to the requirements of the space deployment system.  
 
The NanoRacks DoubleWide Deployer (NRDD), allows for a nominal satellite volume as shown 
in Figure 1.2-3 which is slightly larger than the idealized 6U. These requirements also specify that 
the center of gravity must be located within a certain volume relative to the geometric center of 
the payload [9]. This range varies by axis, allowing for deviations of ±45 mm, ±20 mm, and ±70 
mm in the x-, y-, and z-directions respectively. These axes are defined in Figure 1.2-3. 
 
 
Figure 1.2-3. Nominal size envelope for a 6U CubeSat in the NanoRacks 
DoubleWide Deployer with the center of gravity indicated. 
 
Material requirements. Typically, CubeSat structures are fabricated from Aluminum 7075, 6061, 
6082, 5005, or 5052 [9]. 6061-T6, the material utilized by the SCUCube, is also recommended by 






requires that the tabs and load points of the CubeSat, detailed in the following paragraph, be 
anodized to reach both a hardness of 65-70 on the Rockwell C Scale and a surface roughness of 
less than 1.6 μm. NanoRacks also requires that the CubeSat be able to withstand 1200 N of force 
distributed across all load points in the z-direction, as this is necessary for successful launch and 
deployment [10].  
 
Tabs and load points. Because the CubeSat Standard has been so widely adopted over the past 
two decades, several CubeSat deployers have developed distinct implementations. The SCU 6U 
bus structure is designed to interface with the NRDD which utilizes two “tabs” protruding from 
the CubeSat main payload envelope to allow the satellite to slide into the rail-capture interface of 
the deployer. The tabs must not have gaps, holes, fasteners, or any other features along their 
respective lengths. Finally, the load points must also be coplanar with the end of the tabs [10]. 
Further details can be found in Chapter 3: Bus Structure. 
 
1.2.4 Deployable Solar Array 
With the growing interest in CubeSats, a need has arisen for improved solar generation capabilities 
and greater available surface area on CubeSats. Developing a deployable solar array both allows 
for greater power generating area and frees up the surface of the CubeSat for other purposes. In 
investigating the feasibility of integrating a deployable solar array subsystem on a 6U CubeSat 
bus, we identified several key considerations that guided our design process. 
 
Limited ability to generate power. To solve this issue, many CubeSats use a solar cell 
configuration consisting of body-mounted panels covering the satellite’s exterior surface. This 
approach is necessary because the satellite is typically tumbling about any or all of its axes and 
controlling which side of the craft faces the sun at a given time is impractical. Despite utilizing 
approximately 12U of surface area, however, this method results in only 10 W of power generation 
while in the sun [12]. By incorporating an attitude control system, it is possible to orient the 
spacecraft such that the same side of the craft is always facing towards the sun. If the satellite is 
stably oriented in such a way, it is feasible to develop a deployable solar array system that will 
maximize the surface area exposed to the incoming solar radiation. The method of deployment and 
the configuration of the array depends largely on the satellite size and mission specifications.  
 
Options for optimizing deployable solar panels within a small volume. Because the CubeSat 
standard is based on weight and volume specifications, the goal of deployable solar array 
mechanisms is to maximize the area of the solar array while minimizing the stowed volume taken 
up by the panels. To achieve a larger surface area for solar power generation, the craft can deploy 
panels once on orbit. Multiple methods of solar array deployment exist, ranging from a single 
hinge design to complex origami-like folded structures [12][13][14]. An example of a novel 








Figure 1.2-4. Artist’s depiction of a satellite using an origami-folded 
solar array designed at Brigham Young University [15]. 
 
These solutions vary in complexity and power draw. Some require power for active deployment 
while others deploy passively using stored mechanical energy.  
 
Piggy-back solar panel deployment on other, necessary deployments. While powered 
mechanisms can result in more controlled deployments, they add complexity to the system and 
draw power from the small on-board supply. Solar deployment mechanisms have also been 
integrated into other deploying peripherals on small spacecraft. The UniCubeSat combines a 
foldable gravity-gradient boom, a simple arm which allowed for attitude control about an axis 
parallel to the direction of gravity, with a foldable array system attached. Integrating these systems 
allows for a significant increase in available space on the craft, but the novel solution also greatly 
increases the system’s complexity [16]. 
 
Implement flexible panels on the spacecraft. This solution has proved interesting because it 
allows for very compact storage of deployable panels [14]. These small flexures show great 
promise as they can retain their integrity through long periods of storage and undergo stress due 
to bending during deployment. In addition to the typical panel deployments of flexible arrays, this 
technology can also allow for more novel deployment systems.  
 
One such system known as Lightweight Integrated Solar Array, based on previous works such as 
PowerSphere and Inflatable Torus Solar Array Technology, has been working towards 
implementing thin film solar technology into an inflatable deployment mechanism [17]. This 
technology allows for extremely compact and lightweight structures to be inflated into much larger 
solar arrays, increasing the power generation that can be packed into a small space. Volume is a 
critical and scarce resource for satellites, especially CubeSats. Therefore, this solution offers a new 








Risk Analysis. These technologies are still in development. While some missions have been 
deployed using these panels, far more research must be done to prove that these systems are viable. 
Further investigation must be performed to determine whether flexible solar arrays are a more 
efficient or cost-effective solution to power generation on small satellites. 
 
Vibration Risks. There are risks associated with deployable arrays that are not shared by body 
mounted solar arrays.  
 Vibrations from external sources. Vibrations experienced on-orbit impact the 
performance of the panels in space [18]. Because the array is only supported on one edge 
by the satellite structure, the effects of vibration during orbit become a major concern.  
 Vibrations generated on-board. Additionally, there are internal sources of vibration that 
largely stem from the on-board attitude control systems that many of these satellites house. 
The micro-vibrations caused by these systems affect flexible and rigid arrays differently, 
which can influence design decisions. While these perturbations tend to be small, it is also 
possible to mitigate such effects by increasing the robustness of the connection between 
the bus structure and deployed array. This solution, however, requires the use of additional 
reaction wheels and linearly-actuated point masses whose additional weight may 
counteract the weight saved by using flexible arrays. As such, optimization is required for 
flexible arrays to be viable in this scenario [19]. 
 
Implementing deployable solar arrays solves several key onboard power generation issues faced 
by many CubeSats: these systems increase power generation and free external space for other 
sensors and components. Additionally, attitude control systems can implement active pointing, 
which allow the deployable arrays to easily surpass body-mounted arrays in performance. With 
such large benefits, deployable arrays are becoming more common on small satellites. One of the 
newer solutions, flexible solar arrays, provides new possibilities, but comes with increased risk. 
Our final solar array design accounts for these tradeoffs and effects. 
 
1.2.5 Attitude Control Systems 
Passive versus active. The term “attitude” refers to the orientation of a satellite in space. 
Implementing ways of adjusting satellite attitude is key to ensuring satellite performance as 
antennas must face directly towards Earth to ensure that signals are received, and solar panels must 
face towards the sun to ensure maximum incident solar energy. Attitude control systems are 
typically divided into two categories: active and passive. The difference being that active systems 
require electrical power, while passive systems rely on stored mechanical energy or natural 
phenomena. Passive stabilization systems include spin stabilization, which involves the satellite 
spinning around its central axis at a fixed rate, and magnetic stabilization, which utilizes permanent 
magnets to align with the Earth’s poles and soft ferromagnetic material to dissipate momentum as 







The 6U CubeSat design team employed both passive and active components in its Attitude Control 
System (ACS). A gravity-gradient boom -- a passive system -- was used to ensure that the 
communications array on the satellite’s Earth Deck, which faces towards the Earth, is pointed 
directly towards the Earth’s surface. However, because the satellite is symmetric about its center 
in the z-direction, this system leaves the possibility that the Earth Deck will instead be pointed 
away from the Earth, prohibiting mission operations. To rectify this in the event that it does occur, 
a reaction wheel -- an active system -- was implemented to reorient the satellite. These two systems 
are discussed in further detail below. 
 
Gravity-Gradient Booms. One common form of attitude control used in small satellite space 
missions is the gravity-gradient boom. This method involves a deployable boom that extends away 
from the main body of the satellite, thereby displacing its overall center of mass [21]. This 
difference in mass can be manipulated in order to align the boom so that it points directly toward 
or away from the Earth, which in turn aligns the satellite [21]. The simple mechanics of the gravity-
gradient boom design makes them an ideal choice for many CubeSat missions because of the 
necessity for low-cost, robust solutions [11]. Amongst these booms, coilable booms, an example 
of which can be seen in Figure 1.2-5, are among the most compact and lightweight. These booms 
are often made from wires or tape springs. Tape measures are often used as they are a low-cost, 
readily-available option to provide the tape spring for the coilable boom [21]. 
 
 
Figure 1.2-5. An innovative coilable boom that requires minimal internal volume [22]. 
 
Although the gravity-gradient boom can adequately control two rotational degrees of freedom, its 
two stability conditions leave the potential for the satellite to be improperly oriented in orbit after 
boom deployment. Another potential drawback to the gravity-gradient boom method is that there 
must be adequate internal volume for the stowed boom [16], but due to the increase in volume 
offered by a 6U compared to other nanosatellite designs, there is ample internal space for the boom 
system. To prevent the satellite from reaching equilibrium in the wrong orientation in orbit, the 








Reaction wheel to correct boom orientation. A reaction wheel is an actuator that produces torque 
and exchanges momentum. It consists of a motor attached to a high-inertia flywheel that can spin 
freely along a fixed axis. As the reaction wheel spins, the produced torque on the flywheel causes 
the angular momentum to increase, creating an equal and opposite torque on the satellite in 
accordance with the principle of conservation of angular momentum [23]. This torque rotates the 
satellite to the proper orientation. The dynamics of reaction wheels can be understood using 
kinematic equations that may be implemented in software such as MATLAB. Sample MATLAB 
code was found that can be modified and adapted to fit our reaction wheel architecture [24].  
 Typically, three reaction wheels are mounted orthogonally onto the satellite to provide 
three-axis control. However, depending on the desired control over the satellite, the number 
of reaction wheels may differ from the number of axes.  
 The design of the reaction wheel may vary with volume and mass. Most research available 
outlines the design of reaction wheels for only 1U and 3U CubeSats. These designs may 
be scaled and modified to suit our satellite’s larger volume and mass [25].  
 Combined with the gravity-gradient boom, our satellite is capable of achieving the correct 
orientation by performing desired attitude adjustments.  
 
1.3 Statement of Project Objectives 
Our hardware and performance goals for the satellite center around the attitude control system, the 
solar panel deployment system, and the bus structure. These subsystems are defined as follows: 
 
 Bus Structure: A 6U CubeSat bus design with an internal configuration allocating space 
for the attitude control system, the communications system, the power system, and the 
control and data handling system. 
 Attitude Control System: An ACS consisting of a gravity-gradient boom for passive 
satellite orientation control and a single-axis reaction wheel for active attitude control. 
 Solar Array: A Solar Energy Collection System consisting of a body-mounted solar panel 
and two side-mounted deployable solar arrays. 
 
In addition to these system, several key verification steps were followed to determine the validity 
of the spacecraft design. The specific goals for this 6U CubeSat were: 
 
 Solar Deployment Testing & Simulation: Deployment tests of the solar arrays to ensure 
that the system will properly deploy after launch and a power generation simulation to 
confirm the system’s on-orbit capabilities. 
 ACS Testing & Simulation: A pseudo-zero-gravity test of the reaction wheel, deployment 
tests of critical ACS components, and stabilization simulations to determine on-orbit 
behavior after deployment. 
 Vibration Simulation: Full-assembly vibration simulation to ensure that the bus fulfills 






Chapter 2: System Level 
 
2.1 Customer Needs and System-Level Requirements 
The system requirements for our project were determined based on our project scope and through 
data collected from customer needs. Because our CubeSat was designed with the intention of 
providing improved payload resources to allow for additional or more complex payloads, several 
potential customers, involved in the small satellite industry or in disaster relief communications, 
were interviewed in order to obtain valuable information regarding the specifications the 
spacecraft design must address. This information was converted into a table ranking needs by their 
importance. The results of this exercise are seen below in Table 2.1-1. 
 
Table 2.1-1. The customer needs and requirements generated from market research and  
potential customer interviews. A higher value means more important. 
Category Need Importance 
Accessibility 
Costs less than $5000.  3 
Interfaces with standard CubeSat deployers 3 
Satellite lifespan exceeds time for manufacturing 3 
Easy interaction with satellite on Earth-side 2 
Projected mission duration between 1 and 2 years 2 
Communication 
and Coverage 
Amateur radio capability 3 
Available ground station for uplink/downlink 3 
Multiple comm channels (SMS, FM voice, Amateur, 
S-Band) 
3 
Simultaneous operation by several parties 2 
Utilizes AFSK AX.25 digital packet communications 2 
Short message lengths for communication 1 
Multiple satellites to increase ground coverage 1 
Payload Resources 
Payload volume greater than 1U 3 
Payload usable surface area greater than 1U 3 
Power Usage 
Maximum 10-20 Watts overall usage 2 







2.2 Conceptual Operations Overview 
The primary application of our CubeSat is providing a communications platform via amateur radio 
to areas where natural disasters have severely debilitated a community or destroyed existing 
communications infrastructure. The conceptual operations overview is depicted in Figure 2.2-1.  
 
 
Figure 2.2-1. Conceptual Operations Overview for our 6U CubeSat mission [26]. 
 
As shown in the figure: 
 First, the satellite is launched to the International Space Station in a standard resupply 
capsule. Upon arrival, astronauts retrieve the satellite and place it in a CubeSat deployer. 
The satellite is deployed from the ISS, after which the mission officially begins. The 
satellite stands-by for 30 minutes after deployment, at which time we can begin operations.  
 The system then reorients itself in space to point its antennas towards the Earth. The 
satellite will require approximately 7 days to fully stabilize, after which the solar arrays 
can be deployed and nominal operations may commence.  
 Nominal operations last for one year and include communication to and from the affected 
region as well as regular communication with the SCU Ground Station, for the purposes of 
either obtaining satellite state of health information or receiving or sending messages to 
and from the affected region.  
 Because the satellite is in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) at an orbital inclination of roughly 50°, 
the satellite will orbit the earth every 90 minutes and be able to contact the ground at least 






2.3 Functional Breakdown 
The specific functions of the three subsystems are outlined along with their input and output 
characteristics in Table 2.3-1.  
 
Table 2.3-1. Functional breakdown of the three CubeSat mechanical subsystems. 
Bus Structure 
Function Component Input Output 
Secure Internal Components Internal Frame None None 
Shield Components from Space 
Environment 
External Surface None None 
Provide Mounting Interfaces for 
External Hardware 
External Surface None None 
    
Deployable Solar Array 
Function Component Input Output 
Deploy from Stored Configuration 
Deployment 
Mechanism 
Detumble Deployed Array 
Generate Power for Satellite Solar Array Solar Energy Solar Current 
Collect Energy for Later Use Battery Solar Current 
Chemical 
Energy 
Provide a Mounting Surface for Solar 
Cells 
Back Plate None None 
    
Attitude Control System 
Function Component Input Output 
Orient Antennas Toward Earth GG Boom 
Gravitational 
Torque 
X- and Y-Axis 
Orientation 





Determine Location of Sun Solar Sensor Net Voltage Turn Direction 



















This table describes the most important functionality for each subsystem along with the specific 
inputs and outputs associated with each function. Because the most suitable method of interaction 
with satellites is through RF communication, it is necessary to ensure that almost all functionality 
depends exclusively on self-contained inputs, rather than communication with a ground station. 
Though the bus operation software is not within the scope of this project, many of the inputs and 
outputs relate to tasks that are controlled by on-board computers. Such inputs are critical to the 
mechanical subsystems of the 6U CubeSat, since it is advantageous to have a software switch to 
activate or deploy these systems, allowing greater control over when the deployment occurs. 
 
2.4 Benchmarking Analysis 
Companies offering services that provide satellite packages for 3U or 6U platforms were 
researched to evaluate the market for our 6U CubeSat. Though the 3U CubeSat has remained the 
preferred size for missions within the last decade, the 6U size has gained popularity in recent years, 
so an assessment of the emerging market was necessary. In Table 2.4-1, several comparative 6U 
CubeSat platforms or components are displayed along with available information. The 
investigation determined the specifications for the three mechanical subsystems will ensure the 
competitiveness of our 6U bus with other products available on the market. 
 
Table 2.4-1. Tabulated data from benchmarking research of 
current CubeSat market [27][28][29][30][31][32]. 






Power: 17-45W on-orbit generation 
ACS: 3-Axis Accuracy < 1° 
Astro Digital 6U CubeSats Unlisted 
Communication: 2 Channels, 300 Mbps 
Ka-Band and 170 Mbps Ka-Band 
Blue Canyon 
Tech 
XB6 Spacecraft Unlisted 
Payload Volume: 5U 
Power: 50 Wh storage 
Lifetime: >5 year on-orbit 
Clyde Space 3U Platform $12,200.00 
Modular: Purchasable Subsystems 
Payload Volume: 1.6U 
Power: 50 W peak power with 40 Wh 
storage 
Lifetime: up to 5 years 
NanoAvionics ‘M6P’ 6U Platform Unlisted Payload Volume: 4U 







Potential Opportunities for Improvement 
Through this benchmarking research, we identified several opportunities for improvement that 
could be integrated into our project. First, as the table shows, the products with listed costs were 
expensive relative to a typical capstone budget, altogether costing well over $10,000 per satellite 
with the necessary subsystems to support our payload. Moreover, the products with listed costs in 
Table 2.5-1 only specified the cost of the structure itself, not including the other subsystems. The 
current market pricing, therefore, presents an opportunity to develop a product that offers one or 
multiple subsystems far below current pricing, which could in turn create a far more approachable 
avenue for CubeSat design and manufacturing. This would expand the market and enable even 
broader emergency deployment of amateur radio communication links during disasters, especially 
in less developed countries. 
 
2.5 System-Level Issues, Options, and Trade-Offs 
Multiple key design decisions made based on both accessibility and relevance to our project helped 
us narrow our project scope. In the following section, we describe the processes used to make our 
final system level decisions. 
 
CubeSats must utilize existing deployment systems. Multiple options exist for launching a 
CubeSat into Low-Earth Orbit (LEO), each requiring its own interfacing specifications and 
requirements. Two deployment systems are available for the launch of 6U CubeSats: the 
Nanosatellite Launch Adapter System (NLAS) and the NanoRacks Doublewide Deployer 
(NRDD). The major differences between these two systems are listed in Table 2.4-2. 
 
Table 2.4-2. Comparison table between the NLAS and NRDD deployment options. 
Deployer Manufacturer Deployment Method Interface 
NLAS Tyvak Free-Flyer from LEO Rails 
NRDD NanoRacks Deployed into LEO from ISS Rails or Tabs 
 
Both the NLAS and NRDD systems in partnership with NASA. Free-flyer satellites are one type 
of satellite that is launched on-board an ISS resupply capsule and deployed from the capsule itself 
while it is in orbit. Deployment from the ISS entails that astronauts retrieve the satellite from the 
resupply capsule, and then place it in the deployer for releasing into orbit. For the two interfacing 
options, rails are considered configurations where all four long edges of the satellite are designed 
to make contact with the deployer, while with a tabs interface only two of the long edges are 
dedicated to interfacing. While both deployment options ultimately allow the satellite to enter 
orbit, it was decided that the NRDD was our preferred standard because: 
 Santa Clara University has some familiarity with the deployment system through its work 






 Since the NRDD is on board the International Space Station, it offers the advantage of 
being a reliable and known standard that will be used for many missions, making our 6U 
bus compatible with the more well-known system. 
 The tabs interface of the NRDD allows for easier integration of deployable solar arrays, 
because one of the large faces of the satellite is free of constraining features. This allows 
the entirety of this face to be available for deployable systems or other components. 
 
Solar panels mounted on bus—promising but ultimately insufficient. Typical CubeSats collect 
solar energy by mounting solar panels on the faces of the bus itself. This was the method used for 
the SCUCube. However, this method significantly restricts the amount of power-generating area 
on the satellite. Increasing the satellite from a 3U to a 6U bus increased available surface area by 
50%. This avenue of generating more power requires few changes to the design. However, this 
solution does not result in significant gains in generated power. Not all additional surface area is 
situated in the correct orientation.  
 
Deployable panel’s efficiency outweighed increased complexity. The alternative method of 
collecting solar energy was replacing one or several of the body-mounted panels with deployable 
panels, so that in its deployed state the solar array’s power-collecting area would be much greater 
than what is possible with only body-mounted panels. Deployable panels, however, are much more 
complicated systems and thus require stricter testing and verification procedures. Ultimately, it 
was decided that the added complexity of a deployable array was worthwhile, as the potential 
increase in energy collection would allow for additional or more complex payloads to be integrated 
with the 6U platform. 
 
Simple, more reliable passive deployment chosen over active. Mechanisms that allow for the 
storage and deployment of the deployable solar array and for components of the attitude control 
system were necessary. Spacecraft typically utilize either active or passive deployment methods, 
where active methods allow for both deployment and returning to the stowed state.  
 Passive methods only allow the release of the system; returning to the stowed configuration 
is impossible. Passive systems, though they do not allow for the greatest degree of control 
or variability in their integration, are far cheaper to use and greatly reduce the overall 
complexity of the deployment system. In contrast, active systems are more precise at the 
cost of weight, complexity, and increased risk of failure. 
 For these reasons, it was decided that any deploying system on the 6U platform would 
utilize a passive method for deployment, and the transition from stowed to deployed 
configurations would be controlled using a low-complexity system that required minimal 








2.6 System-Level Design 
Optimizing mechanical subsystems. For our mission, the payload transmits and receives 
messages to and from affected regions via amateur radio. These systems can be broken into the 
mechanical subsystems and the avionics subsystems. Avionics include the various electronics and 
microcontrollers onboard the spacecraft. This project focused on the mechanical subsystems as the 
two most important motivators for the platform design, power and payload volume, could be 
addressed entirely with upgrades to the mechanical components of the spacecraft. These upgraded 
mechanical components are highlighted in Figure 2.6-2.  
 
 
Figure 2.6-1. System block diagram of the 6U platform. 
 
As illustrated in the figure, the satellite can be broken into six key subsystems:  
 The Bus: The mechanical housing that secures and protects the other subsystems 
 The Electronic Power System: Generates and manages power for the entire satellite  
 The Attitude Control System: Controls the satellite’s orientation on orbit 
 Command and Data Handling: Interprets and relays commands and logs data 
 The Communications System: Transmits and receives signals to and from the ground 







To expand the power and volume capabilities of this platform, the mechanical systems were 
updated in the following ways: 
 Bus Structure: Updated to a 6U envelope and redesigned to interface with NanoRacks 
DoubleWide Deployer (NRDD) 
 Solar Array: Reconfigured to include a deployable system to increase the power-
generating area onboard the satellite 
 ACS: Three-axis control achieved by utilizing a gravity-gradient boom and reaction wheel 
working in tandem 
 Reaction Wheel Turning Mechanism: Allowed the reaction wheel to be reoriented to 
either reverse the direction of the gravity-gradient boom or to control the satellite’s angle 
about the boom axis. 
 Deployable Release Mechanism: A mechanism to allow for simple restraint and release 
of the various deployable mechanisms on-board was designed. This was utilized for both 
the deployable solar array as well as the deployable components of the ACS.  
 
In defining our plan of work, we organized the development of these mechanical components into 
three subsystem categories: the bus structure, the deployable solar array, and the attitude control 




Figure 2.6-2. Conceptual mock-up of the 6U platform. 
 
These three subsystems, integrated together, create the 6U CubeSat platform upon which our 







2.7 Team and Project Management 
 
2.7.1 Anticipated Risks and Mitigations 
Our team created a risk-management matrix at the beginning of our project to effectively account 
for and address any risks that we anticipated would be associated with our project. Our mitigation 
strategies centered around reducing the amount of time required to resolve the issues associated 
with each possible risk. The various risks evaluated are shown in Table 2.7-1. In evaluating the 
resulting importance, I, of each risk, the probability of its occurrence, P, was multiplied by its 
severity, S. A higher I value denotes that mitigating the corresponding risk is essential.  
 
Table 2.7-1. Risk Management Matrix for the 6U CubeSat Team. 
Risks Consequences P S I Mitigation Strategy 
Conflicting Schedules Group decisions cannot 
be made readily 
1 5 5 Ensure weekly team meetings, introduce 
subteam meetings 
Lack of Available 
Work Time 
Project not complete 0.7 8 5.6 Continuous evaluation of current work 
remaining to anticipate roadblocks 
Over-Scoped Project Time lost for necessary 
tasks  
0.6 8 4.8 Focus on project-critical tasks first 
Multiple Team 
Members Fall Sick 
Progress falls behind 
schedule 
0.3 4 1.2 Build buffer into work completion schedule 
Personal Conflicts 
Arise 
Subsystem progress is 
inhibited 
0.3 3 0.9 Maintain honest communication among 
members  
Shipment of parts/ 
materials is delayed 
Manufacturing is 
delayed 




Assembly falls behind 
schedule 
0.4 8 3.2 Order more materials than required to allow 
for multiple iterations and design attempts 
 
The chart shows that the most probable, pressing risks involved conflicting team member 
schedules and insufficient work time.  
 To mitigate these likelihoods, sharing class and work schedules early during each quarter 
allowed regular team and advisor meetings to be planned.  
 Effective time management also helped ensure that the available work time of all team 







Another pressing risk was the possibility of an over-scoped project.  
 This could mean that the design goals stated during the beginning of the academic year 
were overly ambitious and that completing them by June would have been impossible. To 
combat this likelihood, following the deadlines assigned in our Gantt chart was imperative. 
 Also, we attempted to manage our project expectations by maintaining a core set of 
necessary features. Any additional features were treated as reach goals within each 
subsystem that were pursued or dropped based on our ability to meet deadlines as desired. 
 
2.7.1 Project Challenges Encountered 
As we continued through the year, we were faced with both anticipated and unexpected challenges. 
These challenges were addressed as they were encountered with what we deemed was an 
appropriate response. The various challenges and constraints encountered are listed in Table 2.7-
2 below, along with our mitigation strategies.  
 
Table 2.7-2. Project challenges and mitigation strategies during this design process. 
Challenge Reason Solution 
Scheduling conflicts with 
other activities 
6 Team members with 
widely varying external 
commitments 
Utilize weekends as the most 
readily available time for 
meeting and scheduling events 
Balancing design work with 
coursework 
Design project occurs 
simultaneously with 
undergraduate courses 
Regular team checkups, work 
balancing based on weekly 
availability of each member 
Finding times to meet with 
advisors 
Team scheduling issues 
compounded with both 
advisors’ scheduling issues 
Choose early weekday 
mornings to best accommodate 
advisors’ availability 
Coordinating with non-SCU 
entities such as Cal Poly 
and NanoRacks 
Our status as a student team 
made us a lower priority than 
paying customers. 
Re-initiate contact regularly to 
ensure that we maintain any 
progress that we make 
Limited access to 
manufacturing equipment 
Machine shop hours limited 
by supervisor availability 
Develop manufacturing plans 
prior to shop hours to 
maximize productivity 
 
Using these mitigation strategies, we were able to address each of these challenges and prevent 









2.7.2 Initial Budget 
Based on the previous satellite project and our initial discussions of this project’s scope, we 
estimated an initial budget of $3,600. Table 2.7-3 shows a breakdown of the funds required for 
each subsystem, adjusted to reflect the actual funding received of $3,000. As the project evolved 
and purchases were made, the actual project spending changed significantly. These changes are 
reflected in Section 6.2, the costing analysis. 
 
Table 2.7-3. Proposed Budget for the 6U CubeSat Platform. 
Requested Funding Revenue 
School of Engineering $3,600 
 
Received Funding Revenue 
School of Engineering $3,000 
 
Budget Breakdown Expenses 
Structure  
Aluminum & Finishing $350 
Fasteners $100 
Electronics & wiring $150 
Antenna and deployment system $150 
Subtotal: $750 
Attitude Control System  
Reaction wheel  $250 
Wheel integration components $150 
Gravity-gradient boom $250 
Hysteresis Rods $100 
Other Components $100 
Subtotal: $750 
Solar Arrays and Power System  
Lithium-Ion power cells $300 
Space-grade solar cells $750 
Solar array deployment system $200 
Subtotal: $1,250 
Other Systems and Development Costs  









2.7.3 Timeline  
Gantt chart management method employed. Our team utilized a high-level Gantt chart to 
remain on-track to complete tasks and goals such that our project could proceed as planned. Three 
charts were made -- one for each academic quarter of the year. Our timeline creation process 
involved determining overall goals for each quarter, breaking these down into the various tasks 
that needed to be accomplished to achieve said goals, and then estimating the time for completion 
of each task and arranging them throughout the quarter in the most effective order. These Gantt 
charts are shown in Appendix D.  
 
2.7.4 Design Process 
Organizing the team to fulfill specific and general project goals. The scope of this project was 
ideal for dividing our team into three groups of two. Each of group was responsible for one of the 
three main subsystems: Bus Structure, Deployable Solar Array, Attitude Control System. In 
addition, the entire team was responsible for top-level system integration. Our project team 
development process was as follows: 
 
Phase 1 
 For each subsystem, preliminary analysis of potential designs was conducted based on the 
literature, research, and customer needs data presented in this report.  
 Following this analysis, each team created a series of sketches followed by conceptual 
CAD models of potential designs.  
 Concurrently, further analyses were conducted by running simulations using Finite 
Element Analysis (FEA), Systems Tool Kit (STK), and Matlab.  
 Each group evaluated the potential designs using the decision matrices in Appendix F and 
data from the preliminary analyses.  
 The whole team then agreed upon which designs to pursue for each subsystem. Preliminary 
characteristics and details were in development into the end of Fall quarter. 
 
Phase 2 
 At the beginning of Winter Quarter, the team regrouped and began prototyping each 
subsystem design, and then used the prototyping results to construct detailed CAD models.  
 Models were created in Solidworks due to the team’s prior experience with the software 
and integration with its native FEA software.  
 Each group worked closely with the others to maintain effective system integration 
throughout the design process.  
 Manufacturing of the satellite commenced once detailed CAD models and drawings were 
finished and preliminary results supported the designs presented.  
 The team conducted several design reviews with Don MacCubbin, Santa Clara’s Machine 






 Fabrication began in the second half of Winter Quarter and continued into the first few 
weeks of Spring.  
 Once enough components were completed, the subsystems were assembled. 
o At this stage, the whole team reviewed the integration of subsystems. 
o Based on the results, each subsystem was iterated upon to correct any 
manufacturing errors or potential design oversights.  
 At the end of this process the team produced a completed satellite and conducted 
verification testing of the deployable systems in the middle of Spring Quarter. 
 
2.7.6 Team Management 
Our team organization method was divided between project management tasks and design tasks. 
Our organizational structure ensured that both aspects of this project were divided equally and 
effectively among members.  
 Our responsibility matrices, seen in Tables 2.7-4 and 2.7-5, are divided into three levels: 
Lead, Co-Lead, and Support. The Lead individual(s) on each task, shown in blue, was 
responsible for overseeing the task in all situations and ensuring that the task was 
proceeding appropriately.  
 The Co-Lead, in green, served as second-in-command to the Lead, providing assistance as 
needed and taking responsibility for the task when the Lead was unavailable.  
 The Support responsibility level in gray signifies that an individual was not directly 
responsible for a task but was available for delegation of sub-tasks as needed and was kept 
informed regarding major task events and milestones. 
 
Table 2.7-4. Linear Responsibility Chart for tasks associated with project management. 
Project Management Responsibility Chart 
Task Corey Duncan Grant Mani Steven Uche 
Faculty Relations Lead  Co-Lead    
Grad Student Relations  Lead Co-Lead    
Industry Relations Co-Lead  Lead    
Research Collection Support Support Support Support Lead Co-Lead 
Documentation  Co-Lead  Support Lead  
Weekly Activity     Co-Lead Lead 
Deliverables Co-Lead Support Lead Support Support Support 
Meeting Facilitator  Lead   Co-Lead  
Manufacturing Support Co-Lead Support Lead Support Support 
CAD Support Co-Lead Support Lead Support Support 







Table 2.7-5. Linear Responsibility Chart for all project design tasks, as organized by subsystem 
and overall integration. 
Project Design Responsibility Chart 
Subsystems Corey Duncan Grant Mani Steven Uche 
Attitude Control   Lead Lead   
Bus Structure  Lead    Lead 
Solar Array Lead    Lead  
System Integration Lead Lead Lead Lead Lead Lead 
 
To better understand how these roles, interact with each other, take the example of Deliverables. 
As Lead on Deliverables, Grant would keep track of capstone course assignments, in-team goals, 
and requests from the advisors regarding the completion of certain aspects of the project. These 
would be discussed with Corey to ensure that no deliverables were left out of the process. These 
deliverables were then communicated to the entire time, at which time all members would take on 






Chapter 3: Bus Structure 
 
3.1 Roles and Requirements 
The bus structure is responsible for housing all other subsystems and ensuring that the satellite 
properly interfaces with the deployer. It must abide by the current CubeSat Standard for a 6U 
configuration and must also meet the design specifications for the chosen deployment system, the 
NanoRacks DoubleWide Deployer (NRDD). 
 
The bus fits within an overall envelope of 239.45 mm x 116.2 mm x 366 mm, as per the NRDD 
standards given by NanoRacks. It also employs a “tabs” feature in order to properly interface with 
and deploy from the NRDD once the satellite reaches the ISS. 
 
3.2 Options and Trade-Offs 
The conceptual design matrix, located in Appendix F.1, displays how initial ideas of the bus 
structure were compared. The designs focused on space allocation for subsystems and future 
payloads, as well as manufacturability. Different configurations, including truss structures, varying 
widths, and a 1U by 1U by 6U were explored. Some offered better structural integrity while others 
better allocated space for subsystem and payload integration. This matrix exercise was helpful in 
narrowing down the options considered to achieve the final design, seen in Figure 3.2-1. 
 
 
Figure 3.2-1. CAD model of the final bus structure design (left) and 
profile of the bus structure showing the +z face (right). 
 
This design includes indentations on both x-axis faces in order to better accommodate the 
deployable solar arrays. While truss structures on the face of the bus would have made the bus 
structure lighter, it would have increased the machining time needed for the bus. Additionally, the 
6U standard allows for masses up to 12 kg, therefore the mass saved by implementing a truss 
structure is not critical to the design. The final design worked best because of its simplicity, ease 







3.3 Design Description 
The bus structure subsystem is required to house all other subsystems and must therefore abide by 
current standards to allow for proper integration with the deployer. These standards outline the 
materials which may be used in the construction of the satellite, the location of the center of mass, 
the dimensions of any external features, the loads which the satellite will most likely experience 
during launch, and the required interface for the chosen deployer. 
 
Total mass allowed achieved through use of 6061-T6 alloy. As outlined in the 6U CubeSat 
Design Specification produced by Cal Poly, the total mass of the CubeSat system cannot exceed 
12.00 kg [9]. In order to help minimize the mass contribution by the bus structure, aluminum alloys 
are often utilized for CubeSat missions. The 6061-T6 aluminum alloy was used to construct the 
bus structure as it is versatile, easily attainable, and easy to manufacture. It’s corrosive resistance 
and high strength to weight ratio make it widely used in the aerospace industry [33]. 
 
Meeting NRDD mandated envelope specification. The NanoRacks documentation for the 
NRDD system specifies that the available envelope within which the CubeSat system must remain 
is 239.45 mm x 116.2 mm x 366 mm and utilizes a “tabs” interface as seen in Figure 3.3-1. 
 
 
Figure 3.3-1. Design specifications of the tabs interface [10]. 
 
This envelope includes all external components, as the satellite cannot contact the deployer except 
at the specified load points located on the ±z faces and along the tab interfaces. The tabs must not 
have any fasteners or fixtures along the entire length of the faces which interface with the deployer, 
and both the tabs and load points must have a hardness greater than or equal to that of hard anodized 











Design allows for hard anodizing aluminum. The surface finish of hard anodized aluminum is 
beneficial not only in its abrasion resistance, but also in its prevention of cold welding while in the 
space environment. While not performed as part of this Senior Design project, these features will 
be hard anodized in order to achieve the required hardness once all components have been finalized 
and the system is ready for launch.  In accordance with these parameters, the tabs and load points 
were designed to meet the specifications shown in Figures 3.3-1 and 3.3-2.  
 
 
Figure 3.3-2. Design specifications of the load points on the ± z faces [10]. 
 
The load points will need to withstand an evenly distributed 1200N force applied in the z-direction. 
This will account for the forces experienced during launch to the ISS and deployment from the 
NRDD system [10].  
 
3.4 Supporting Analysis 
The bus structure of the 6U CubeSat underwent several simulations to ensure that Cal Poly 
CubeSat and NRDD requirements and specifications were met. The simulations performed are 
static loading, vibrational response, and thermal expansion. The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) 
simulation tool from SolidWorks, SolidWorks Simulation, was used for these analyses due its 
compatibility with components made in SolidWorks. SolidWorks curvature-based meshing 
automatically creates mesh refinements around detailed features such as holes and curves, as seen 







Figure 3.4-1. Image of the refined mesh for static load, frequency, and thermal analysis. Mesh 
refinement is seen around screw holes and other geometric changes on the satellite’s surface. 
 
Simulation assumptions and process. 
 The simulations were conducted assuming bus material properties of 6061-T6 aluminum 
alloy and fasteners properties of alloy steel. 
 Prior to running any given simulation, a mesh was created for the system. In order to 
effectively refine the mesh to produce accurate results. The mesh was refined until the 
difference in the solution (e.g. stress, displacement, natural frequency, etc.) between 
successive refinements was less than 5%. Approximately 45,000 tetrahedral elements were 
used for each simulation to receive accurate results.  
 
Testing bus integrity through “no penetration” and “bonded” (bolted) simulations. 
 A combination of simulations was used to study the structural integrity of the bus. The 
“global contact” conditions (between the faces of each component) were examined to gain 
a better understanding of the bus structure’s response to various loads. 
 Some simulations were conducted using the “bonded” contact parameter in SolidWorks. 
This meant that the components of the bus structure were treated as if they were perfectly 
welded together. While this is not representative of the fasteners used in the satellite, it 
provided an initial understanding of the structure’s behavior. A bonded simulation is 
quicker to run as it effectively treats the whole system as one component, and it aids in 









Employing “no penetration” condition for fastener simulations. 
 Unlike the “bonded” contact parameter, “no penetration” does not treat the components as 
if they were perfectly bonded. Instead, it constrains the structure based on fastener locations 
in the bus assembly. As components are no longer perfectly bonded, there is now the 
freedom for parts to pass through each other. As this is not realistic for these simulations, 
the “no penetration” parameter does not allow this to occur. 
 This contact condition presents a more accurate understanding of the system behavior and 
is best used for static loading simulations. “No penetration” better models the constraining 
behavior of the bolts for each component when compared to other global contact conditions 
such as “bonded” and “allow penetration” (see chapter 6.1.1.2). The bonded parameter 
effectively welds all components, including the fasteners. 
 This condition was only useful for initial design iterations. Contact condition errors would 
arise when allowing the penetration contact condition. 
 
Combining the “no penetration” and “bonded” scenarios for a more accurate simulation. 
 Once it identifies the bolt connectors used for the assembly, it is able to make bolt 
connector contact conditions. Establishing these conditions allows for the selection of the 
“no penetration” global contact which allows the fasteners to constrain the assembly 
without interpenetration to a loaded assembly.  
 The combination of the bonded and “no penetration” settings allowed for the development 
of a better understanding of the behavior of the bus structure when subjected to the required 
loading, vibration, and thermal conditions.  
 
3.4.1 Static Loading 
Ensuring that static load specification was met. The requirements and specifications set by 
NanoRacks state that the “...CubeSat shall be capable of withstanding a force of 1200 N across all 
load points equally in the z-direction” [10]. The load points denote the protruding parts of the bus 
structure on both z-faces, including the ±z-faces of the tab features, as seen in Figure 3.4-2. 
 







The visible face in the z-direction is called the Anti-Earth Deck (AED) as it will face away from 
Earth when in space. The opposite face is called the Earth Deck (ED), which faces towards Earth 
when on-orbit. 
 
Verifying screw behavior meets specifications. Hand calculations were used to examine the 
behavior of the screws due to the loading. The screws selected for connecting the upper load points 
and the tabs, which serve as the lower load points, are M3x0.5 screws made of Class 10.9 alloy 
steel with a yield strength of 120,000 psi (827.37 MPa) [34]. 
 
The upper load points were modeled as experiencing pure tension as the 116.6 N load is applied. 
The threaded holes in the load points, designed to fasten the screws to the structure, provide a total 
thread engagement of 3.18 mm, which is less than 1.5 times the nominal diameter of the screw. 
Using this model, the upper load points are expected to fail first by shear in their internal threads. 
To calculate the forcing required for the load points to fail, the following equation was used: 
 
      ≤  ,        (3.1) 
where F is the nominal load per screw, 𝜏 is the shear yield strength of the aluminum, Nfs is the 
factor of safety, and As is defined by 
 
𝐴 = 𝜋𝑛𝐿 𝐷 [ + 𝛼(𝐷 − 𝐸 )],              (3.2) 
 
where n is the number of threads per inch, Le is the length of thread engagement in inches, α is an 
experimental constant of 0.57735, Dsmin is the minimum major diameter of the external threads in 
inches, and Enmax is the maximum pitch diameter of the internal threads in inches [35]. 
 
In the case of an M3x0.5 screw and nut, the values of Dsmin and Enmax are 2.874 mm and 2.775 mm, 
respectively [36][37]. Incorporating the appropriate unit conversions and using the equation above, 
the stress area of the nuts was found to be approximately 17.64 mm2. 
 
Using the shear yield strength of Aluminum 6061-T6 of 207 MPa for the load points and a factor 
of safety of 2, the required force per screw for the load point to fail was found to be approximately 
1826 N, which is much greater than the nominal load that each screw would experience of 58.8 N 
[38]. Therefore, we can conclude that the threads of the upper load points will not fail due to the 
loading they will experience while in the NanoRacks deployer. Based on the design of the load 
points and how they are secured, further analysis was needed to model their bending behavior 








Modeling lower load points. The lower load points were modeled as experiencing single shear 
due to the applied load. 
 Each lower load point experiences a load of 483.4 N, which causes a nominal loading of 
96.68 N in each of the 5 screws used in each lower load-point configuration. Equations 3.1 
used for the upper load point analysis was again used in this analysis, where As is now the 
stress area that of an M3 screw, 5.03 mm2 [39]. 
 Approximating the shear yield strength as half of the known tensile yield strength of 827.37 
MPa and using a factor of safety of 2, the load required for the screw to fail in shear was 
found to be approximately 1040 N. 
 This value is much higher than the nominal load experienced by each screw of 96.68 N. 
Therefore, the lower load points will not fail in shear during the static loading. 
 
Modeling and verifying effects of deployment load on bus structure. After confirming that the 
bolts used for the bus structure would be able to withstand the deployment load, FEA was used to 
better understand the behavior of the loaded bus structure. 
 Three static loading simulations were performed in which the load points evenly 
experience a 1200 N load in one of three conditions. 
 Each simulation had the bus structure constrained at the tabs, representative of the 
conditions with which it interfaces with the NRDD. 
 When situated in the NRDD, the bus structure is placed on rails that constrain it until it is 
ready for deployment. The first simulation comprised of loads being applied at all load 
points as seen in Figure 3.4-3. 
 
 
Figure 3.4-3. Pre-simulated all load point simulation with purple arrows representing a load of 
1200 N and green arrows reflecting the constrained areas. 
 
The next two simulations were based on constraining one side of the load points in the z-direction 








Figure 3.4-4. Pre-simulated load point simulation where load is applied 
to load points on the AED left, and the ED, right. 
 
This simulation was completed in order to characterize the stresses and deformations for each 
scenario. The first simulation determined whether or not the bus structure could withstand the 
worst-case scenario of 1200 N applied to all load points. The next two simulations examined the 
behavior of the bus structure when placed in the NRDD. If one face in the z-direction is 
constrained, the other must withstand the applied load. The following simulations were performed 
assuming the bonded condition. The resultant stress and deformation contour plots for the load 
point tests can be seen in Figures 3.4-5 and 3.4-6. The resultant stress and deformation contour 
plots for the AED and ED loading tests are provided in Appendix I.1. 
 
 
Figure 3.4-5. Resultant stress distribution after perfectly bonded all load point simulation. 
 
 






The simulations showed the design was well within the specifications. 
 The yield stress of Aluminum 6061-T6 is 275 MPa. The maximum stress experienced 
during the simulations was less than 10 MPa, an order of magnitude below the yield stress. 
 The maximum displacement seen in the simulations was less than 3 microns. This 
displacement is negligible as it does not affect structural integrity of the bus. 
 
It must be noted that the deformations seen in the images are scaled to make the effects of the loads 
visible. Each image uses a deformation scale value of 100. It can also be understood visually and 
numerically that the loads applied at the ED exhibited much lower stress and deformation values 
compared to those of loads applied on the AED as seen in Figure 3.4-6. This discrepancy is due to 
the complex geometry of the AED which includes a large, square hole in its center, a feature not 
present in the ED. This hole provides the space needed for the gravity-gradient boom. In all cases, 
the results verified that the 6U CubeSat bus structure meets the NRDD static load requirements. 
 
Simulating structural “no penetration” conditions. After confirming that the structure can 
withstand the worst-case scenario of a 1200 N load applied to both decks equally across their 
respective load point in the bonded contact condition, a “no penetration” condition was simulated. 
The alloy steel fasteners were placed within the assembly and the simulation results (with a 
deformation scale of 100) can be seen below in Figures 3.4-7 and 3.4-8. 
 
 
Figure 3.4-7. Resultant stress distribution after all load point simulation. 
 
 






The alloy steel used for the fasteners has a yield strength of 827.37 MPa. The maximum stress the 
bus experienced did not approach the yield strengths of either the steel or the aluminum. The results 
of these simulations provide additional verification that the structure meets the NRDD static 
loading requirements.  
 
3.4.2 Random Vibration 
Modeling random vibration tolerance of the design. The NRDD specifications state that 
deployed CubeSats must be able to withstand the random vibrations experienced during launch. 
To determine vibration response, each CubeSat is placed in the soft-stow configuration, where the 
satellite is wrapped in bubble wrap and secured in a foam-lined Cargo Transfer Bag (CTB) [10]. 
The soft-stow random vibration profile that the satellite must withstand can be seen in blue in the 










Figure 3.4-9. Random Vibration Test Profiles [10]. 
 
Although the NRDD states that CubeSats will experience vibrations similar to the soft-stow 
profile, the hard-mount (higher random vibrations) profile was used as it represents the worst-case 
scenario. Solidworks Simulation does not support models that use fasteners to constrain the 
structure during random vibration tests. For this reason, the simulation was based on the bonded 
contact condition. The results are shown below in Figure 3.4-10.  
 
 
Figure 3.4-10. Resultant deformation distribution due to hard-mount random vibration. 
 
The results show that even in the hard-mount profile, the bus structure experienced negligible 







Ensuring the structure can withstand the thermal effects of electrical components. The 
NRDD specifications state that a CubeSat using its deployer must withstand a variety of 
temperatures based on the bus structure, electronic components, and the payload. However, since 
the electronic components and payload are out of 6U CubeSat project scope, only the thermal 
effects on the bus structure were examined.  
 
The highest temperature the CubeSat is expected to experience is 57 °C which occurs prior to 
deployment and while the satellite is on-orbit [10]. Working from the properties of Al 6061-T6, 
which has a thermal expansion coefficient of 2.4E-5 K-1, this parameter was applied to the 
simulation, which yielded the deformed shape shown in Figure 3.4-11. 
 
 
Figure 3.4-11. Resultant deformed bus structure at 57 °C. 
 
The deformation scale reflected in Figure 3.4-11 above is 100. The bus structure experienced a 
simulated maximum displacement of 0.124 mm. This deformation is negligible when compared to 
the overall dimensions of the structure. This demonstrates that 6U CubeSat can withstand the harsh 
thermal conditions of deployment and operations on-orbit. 
 
Thermal conditions considered but not verified. 
In the early stages of our project, we explored simulations that would indicate how heat flux would 
affect the bus structure. It was determined to be out of the scope, however, since many conditions 
could not be simulated with software available. Additionally, the payload and electronic 
components of the satellite are the more sensitive areas when discussing heat transfer, and this 
analysis therefore was outside the scope of our project. 
 The available software would not be able to effectively simulate the temperature 
distribution on the bus structure due to heat flux and the necessary boundary conditions to 






 Parameters such as mass conservation of the bus, energy from the sun, and momentum 
conservation while the bus is on-orbit would need to be taken into consideration, which 
would prove an especially time consuming and difficult simulation for a process less 
essential to the mechanical systems in the scope of our project. 
 Moreover, while many assumptions could be made to simplify the simulation, the results 
would be incorrect by orders of magnitude.  
For these reasons, thermal expansion was only studied at a specific peak temperature. 
 
3.5 Test and Verification Data 
In order to interface properly with the NRDD, the bus structure must fit within a maximum 
envelope of 239.45 mm x 116.2 mm x 366 mm in the x-, y-, and z-dimensions, respectively. 
Moreover, the bus structure was required to provide adequate storage space for all deployable 
subsystems. Figure 3.5-1 shows the profile of the bus structure as it would appear within the 
deployer. Table 3.5-1 shows the final maximum dimensions of the bus structure.  
 
Table 3.5-1. Dimensions of the maximum allowable envelope and actual 
dimensions of the bus structure in the x-, y-, and z-directions. 
 Criteria [mm] Actual [mm] 
X 239.45 239.37 
Y 116.20 109.80 
Z 366.00 366.00 
 
 
Figure 3.5-1. Overview of the bus structure with allocated space for the 
solar panels, depicted in blue, as it fits within the deployer envelope. 
 
As seen in Figure 3.5-1 and Table 3.5-1, the x- and z-dimensions of the bus structure were 
maximized while the y-dimension of the bus was shortened. This design choice ensures that the 






Chapter 4: Solar Panel Arrays 
 
4.1 Roles and Requirements 
A satellite’s solar array serves as its source of power while in orbit. As discussed in Chapter 2: 
System Level, the prevailing power solution for CubeSats is body-mounted solar panels. Though 
this design is elegant in its simplicity, it severely limits the power generation of the satellite and 
restricts the availability of external surfaces. In order to avoid these challenges, a deployable solar 
array was implemented. This system consists of two body-mounted panels and two deployable 
arrays as shown in Figure 4.1-1. 
 
 
Figure 4.1-1. Schematic for the arrays shown (left) stowed and (right) deployed. 
 
One body-mounted panel and the two deployable arrays, when unfolded, form the primary solar 
array. During nominal operations, the primary array is pointed towards the sun by the Attitude 
Control System in order to provide maximum power. An additional panel mounted on the back 
face of the bus provides steady power prior to deployment and during dormant phases. The 
inclusion of this panel ensures that the satellite will still be able to operate, despite generating 
power below the desired value during these phases or in the unlikely event that deployment fails. 
 
The deployable array system will increase the satellite’s power generation, allowing it to operate 
effectively with payloads of varying complexity and power requirements. Because the power 
generation of the satellite is directly correlated to the projected area of the solar array projected 
towards the sun, the variation of this projection is important. Variation occurs because of changes 
in the orientation of the satellite as well as motion of the orbital plane itself. These changes are 
caused by many factors including seasonal variation of Earth’s tilt as well as the drift of the 






as seen in Figure 4.1-2. The symbol Ω denotes the RAAN, and A denotes the body orbiting around 
the Earth, B. The orbiter follows orbit D which intersects the reference plane C at point E. The 
angle of the RAAN is measured between the in-plane reference direction, F, and the axis running 
between point E and the center of the Earth. 
 
 
Figure 4.1-2. The Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN), Ω, defines the swivel of the 
satellite’s orbit. This angle varies due to Earth’s oblateness [40]. 
 
Designing to ensure power generation capacity specification. In order to understand the power 
generation capacity necessary for the solar array to produce, an analysis of the power requirements 
of various on-board electronics was conducted.  
 Values for on-board avionics were acquired from the 3U SCUCube [11].  
 Added to these calculations were the power requirements for the reaction wheel during 
active pointing that would be used on this 6U satellite [41]. These values total 2.75 W.  
 An additional 0.5 W was allocated for the communications payload from the 3U SCUCube 
mission [11].  
 These three values together form the minimum required power draw that the solar array 
system must support: 3.25 W. The goal of the system, however, is to provide infrastructure 
to exceed this minimum requirement in order to support missions featuring components 
that use more power or that remain powered for longer periods of time. 
 
Ensuring easy and reliable panel deployment. A high importance was also placed on the ease 
and reliability of panel deployment. Without operative solar cells, the satellite payload would be 
unable to function. The manufacturability of the design was also deemed imperative. Our goal was 
to create a simple design that is easy to model and manufacture, and that ensures that design 







4.2 Options and Trade-Offs 
Analyzing existing panel deployment designs resulted in rigid panels and passive 
deployment. Several initial designs were considered.  
 Some employ flexible solar panels that can be folded before deployment. Fan folds, rollers, 
and Miura origami folds, though proven to provide compact stowage, added unnecessary 
complexity and moving parts to the design. This additional complexity could increase the 
likelihood of deployment failure as well as cause problems with design and manufacturing. 
 Instead, it was decided that rigid panels, though heavier, were the ideal solution for the 6U 
CubeSat’s power-generation needs. This was realized through completion of the solar 
panel array Concept Matrix, shown in Appendix F.2, which placed a premium on simplicity 
and manufacturability. 
 Additional research and design choices were made with regard to the deployment of the 
array. Research into existing CubeSats alluded to many solutions. The two main 
deployment methods utilize motors or springs. Motors ensure smooth deployments, but 
feature several shortfalls: 
o The power required by the system and the moving parts within the motors are not 
ideal for the low-cost and low-complexity goals of the system.  
o Motors must either be space-rated ‒ an expensive choice ‒ or contained within a 
pressurized vessel to maintain lubrication of components, complicating the design.  
 Springs proved to be a simpler and more elegant solution. Once released, they cause the 
system to self-deploy with no power draw. Unfortunately, most CubeSat hinges available 
on the market are prohibitively expensive for our project, on the order of $900 to $2,500 
per hinge [42]. Ultimately, the design choice was made to use inexpensive, generic, pre-
sprung hinges and repurpose them for use on the 6U CubeSat. 
 
4.3 Design Description 
The final design was chosen as seen in Figure 4.3-1. This design utilizes a continuous deployable 
array and a release mechanism that will be discussed in Section 4.5.   
 
This system’s primary array consists of six deployable panels and a single body-mounted panel.  
 The cell area of this system totals 980 cm2. This area is a large improvement of the total 
area of the SCUCube. 
 An additional body-mounted panel on the back face of the bus structure can provide steady 
power prior to deployment and during dormant phases. In order to perform an analysis of 
this system, these panels were assumed to be equipped with 20% efficient solar cells.  
 This places a lower bound on these calculations as typical cell efficiencies for satellites 







Figure 4.3-1. Solar Array final design featuring two deployable arrays, 2 body-mounted panels, 
spring-loaded hinges for deployment, and a nichrome wire release mechanism. 
 
Additionally, a benchmark was set for the satellite’s deployable solar array to ensure that the 
projected area, as discussed in Section 4.1, is maximized.  
 When deployed, the arrays should be in a flat configuration such that each panel is planar 
to the others. This ensures that the array is as directly pointed towards the sun as achievable 
through the single-axis active control on-board the satellite. 
 Small errors in this relative flatness do not result in large changes to the projected area, so 
errors of no greater than ±15o were deemed acceptable for each array’s overall deployment, 
with the additional requirement that no panel exceeds an error of ±5o individually. 
 
Design choice: spring-loaded hinges. After extensive research, it was found that the only feasible 
deployment method employed spring-loaded hinges. These hinges allow the panels to self-deploy 
once released without the use of additional power. By using passive components, the array 
deployment was also kept simple and low-cost. As discussed in Section 4.2, however, the only 
feasible option was to use pre-sprung hinges not designed specifically for this purpose. In order 
for pre-sprung hinges to successfully interface with the solar panel design, two significant 
modifications were performed.  
 
First, mounting holes needed to be drilled into the hinges in order to secure the hinges to the panels 
and bus. Second, an additional component was needed to restrict the opening of the hinges. As 
these hinges were not expressly designed to deploy into a flat panel configuration, a component 
was needed to stop the hinge at the 180o, flat orientation and prevent them from opening to their 
desired 270o mark. For this purpose, steel tension cables were used to restrict the panels. The fixed 






Meeting compact stowage requirement. In order to maximize internal volume available for the 
payload, the solar arrays needed to stow in a compact manner on the sides of the satellite.  
 They were allotted an envelope of 21.8 x 97.2 x 357 mm in which the final design, 
measuring 21.2 x 95.1 x 355.6 mm, fits with minimal remaining space.  
 These dimensions maximize array size while leaving some space remaining for smooth, 
unobstructed deployments.  
 To keep the panels restrained within this envelope prior to deployment, the deployables are 
wrapped in a monofilament fishing line. This line extends through the bus and across each 












Figure 4.3-2. Schematic showing nichrome wire and fishing line deployment mechanism. 
 
As the fishing line runs through the bus, it passes through two nichrome-wire heaters. When a 
current is passed through the circuit, the nichrome wire heats up and melts the fishing line [45]. 
This allows the spring-loaded hinges to unfold the system into its deployed configuration. This 
restrain-and-release system is ideal for use on various deployable systems, such as the deployable 
solar array, on-board the satellite as it provides a simple, low-energy method allowing stowed 
systems to deploy when required. 
 
4.4 Supporting Analysis: Solar Array Power Generation Simulation 
Verifying power output is adequate. It is imperative that the solar cells generate the energy 
required to power the satellite’s on-board systems. Systems Tool Kit (STK) was utilized to model 
the satellite’s in-orbit behavior and ensure that the necessary solar energy is captured during each 
orbit. This software allows the user to model the orbit of the satellite with considerations including 
the duration and angle of sun exposure to the panels’ surface. The power data from the STK 
simulation was then analyzed to show the behavior of the battery over the course of the year.  
 
The location and orientation of the solar panels on the satellite bus can be seen in Figure 4.4-1. 
The left image shows the deploying panels in the stowed configuration; the right image shows 








Figure 4.4-1. CAD model of the arrays shown (left) stowed and (right) deployed 
with solar panel boards shown in blue. 
 
The implementation of this CAD model in STK is shown in Figure 4.4-2. The program’s user 
interface features the satellite model in a user-specified orbit circling the Earth while generating 
solar energy.  
 
 
Figure 4.4-2. Satellite with deployed panels represented in STK user interface in-orbit.     
 
Methods and assumptions used to simulate the satellite’s in-orbit behavior. 
In order to simplify modeling in STK, the specific Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) used was that of the 
International Space Station (ISS) which completes one orbit approximately every 90 minutes. 
Because this satellite is designed to deploy from the ISS, its orbit will approximate that of the 
space station. Additionally, our attitude control system was assumed to have the following orbital 
parameters: a nadir constraint keeping the communications array pointed at the Earth, and a solar 








To generalize the data, a solar array of one square meter was used to model the satellite. This 
ensured that the data gathered from STK would be in watts per square meter and could continue 
to be utilized should the size of the solar array change. Multiplying this value by the final size of 
the total solar array cell areas in the primary area, 0.098 m2, yielded a value for the power 
generation of the 6U’s actual array. 
 
Finally, the simulation covers the duration of the year 2020 to characterize the system over time. 
A time step of 60 seconds was used since this value was small enough to characterize each orbit, 
but large enough to allow for short simulation run times. A year-long simulation was performed 
as this is the satellite’s expected lifespan. The specific year of 2020, while arbitrary, was chosen 
because it remains the earliest date at which this system might be launched. 
 
Battery and solar specifications. 
While the scope of this project does not cover the actual implementation of batteries and solar 
arrays, specifications must be provided for these systems so as to quantify the performance and 
capabilities of the satellite. As this mission is to be low cost, a lower bound of 20% efficient solar 
cells was used to model the power generation.  
 
A 2200 mAh Lithium Polymer (LiPo) battery was chosen as it is readily available and suitable for 
this mission. More efficient cells could easily be substituted at an additional cost should the 
mission require more power. These simulation conditions therefore serve as a lower bound on the 
power the satellite would likely generate by using with low-end components.  
 
Duration and time slice parameters. The orbital variation and behavior of the satellite is too 
complex to be understood using a single day or selection of days of a given year. In order to 
characterize the behavior of the satellite, a year-long simulation of the satellite’s orbit was needed. 
While the behavior may vary slightly between any two given months, any given year should not 
vary significantly from these simulated values. The simulation was broken into twelve month-long 
intervals in order to increase the ease of data processing and analysis. 
 
Perfect solar tracking for power generation. The system implemented perfect solar tracking on 
the single axis of active pointing. This is not representative of the actual system which will 
experience slight delays as the reaction wheel and control system engage in active pointing. While 
the delay is not large, nor is the error it causes significant over time, the simulation represents an 
idealized model of the satellite. In order to account for this reality, a factor of safety of 1.5 was 
used to reduce the power generation values reported from the simulation. 
 
Battery simulations and extraction example. By running a year-long analysis on STK, the 
behavior of the satellite over an entire year was analyzed. As an example, the charging and 








Figure 4.4-3. Plot depicting the charge of the battery over the course 
of the month of June 2020. June 20th is indicated with brackets. 
 
The upper and lower bounds of the maximum and minimum battery charge remain relatively 
constant during the month, approximately 2000 and 15000 mAh respectively. 
 
To better illustrate the cyclic behavior of the battery, a small portion of the data was extracted. The 
bracketed region in Figure 4.4-3, June 20th, is shown below in Figure 4.4-4, which depicts the 
charging and discharging of the battery throughout the day over many 90-minute orbits. 
 
 
Figure 4.4-4. Graph depicting the charging and discharging behavior 







Though all twelve months exhibit similar behavior, June is shown here as it proved to be the 
bounding case for power generation during the modeling period.  
 While facing the sun, the solar array generated 13 W of power. This is the lower bound, 
with other months reaching up to 48 W. 
 June represents the lower bound of power generation. At a maximum continuous power 
draw of 5 W (120 Wh/day), June showed a consistently stable cycle of charging and 
discharging. Note that this power draw occurs during both sun and eclipse phases. 
 This same power draw value was applied to every other month of the year 2020. All months 
depicted similar, bounded behavior. Data can be seen for each month graphically in 
Appendix I.2 and the calculations used can be seen in Appendix H.2.  
 In addition to dividing the power generation of the satellite by the factor of safety of 1.5, 
this same value was multiplied with the power draw load on the system thereby decreasing 
the power generation and increasing the power draw.  
 For the chosen 2200 mAh battery, the modeled behavior shows that, without charging 
above 90% of capacity, the battery does not exceed a 25% depth of discharge during the 
year while charging at 1C to ensure safe operations of the LiPo battery. 
 
The STK simulation confirmed that the size and orientation of the solar panels will allow the 
battery to remain within safe operating conditions for the year-long simulation period [46].  
 Maintaining these conditions, the solar array and battery are able to provide for a 
continuous power draw of up to 5 W (120 Wh/day) from the satellite’s on-board systems 
with a factor of safety of 1.5.  
 Because the minimum satellite requirement set was 2.75 W for satellite systems and 0.5 W 
for a simple payload, the 5 W power generation capability of the satellite is more than 
adequate for the minimum 3.25 W of required power.  
 It provides infrastructure for over four times the base payload power requirement. This 
exceeds the minimum goal of the 6U satellite to provide enough power for the s-band radio 
communication system.  
 This power-generation capacity also meets the greater goal of providing power for 
additional communications payloads or more complex payloads should they be desired. 
 
4.5 Test and Verification Data 
 
4.5.1 Nichrome Wire Deployment Testing 
The Nichrome Wire Deployment Mechanism triggered reliably. Three of our satellite systems, 
including the deployable solar array, employ a nichrome wire release mechanism. Similar 
mechanisms have been implemented in smallsats for decades. Their reliability and simplicity have 
been praised by the NASA Research Laboratory, Washington, DC and the Naval Research 
Laboratory [45]. Therefore, including them in our own systems seemed prudent. These release 






a nylon monofilament fishing line. The solar subsystem uses the fishing line to restrain the 
deploying solar panels. First, the entire satellite bus is wrapped in 1.6mm-diameter fishing line at 
two locations along its cross-section. The lines are fed through the bus interior where they each 
contact a nichrome wire coil. The wires are part of a simple circuit consisting of a power supply 
and a 1 Ω precision resistor. As 5 V is supplied across the wire, it heats and melts through the 
fishing line. The solar panels then deploy.  The final release mechanism is shown in Figure 4.5-1. 
 
 
Figure 4.5-1. Image of the final release mechanism design showing 
resistor, fishing line, and nichrome wire placements. 
 
We tested the reliability of the release mechanism itself. Twenty tests were conducted. For each 
test, the release mechanism was placed in a vacuum chamber to simulate the vacuum of space. The 
line successfully broke during each test. Therefore, 100% reliability was achieved. No more than 
25 seconds elapsed from the initiation of power supply to the breaking of the line for each test. 
This ensures that minimal energy is expended – in all cases 50 mWh or less. Experimental data 
collected during these tests is provided in Appendix K.1.  
 
4.5.2 Solar Array Deployment Testing 
Solar Arrays deployed reliably and within our accuracy goals. Ensuring that the side panels 
achieve the correct opening angle after they deploy is imperative; all panels must face the sun as 
directly as possible to generate maximum power. Figure 4.5-2 shows the proper side array opening 
angles. Ideally, all front-facing panels should form a flat surface.  
 
 







We tested the accuracy of the opening motion of the side arrays by conducting 20 deployment 
tests. We identified that sufficient power could be generated if the accumulated opening angle 
error of each side was less than ±15°.  
 We completed each test by holding the satellite with the anti-Earth deck facing the ceiling.  
 We wrapped the side panels and satellite bus in fishing line at the designated locations and 
held the line in tension by hand.  
 For the duration of the test, slow-motion camera footage was taken to capture the panels’ 
opening behavior. This was completed to better understand the extent to which the panels 
overextend before settling in their steady-state positions.  
 After the panels finished deploying, the accuracy of their opening angle was measured 
using a protractor. For each test, the hinges all opened within an accuracy of ±4.5°. 
o This means that each panel achieves an opening angle within ±4.5° of the desired 
180°, flat orientation.  
o Most importantly, the total accumulated error of the three panels on each side 
averaged 8°, approximately half of the allowable maximum of 15° initially set.  
 The arrays deployed successfully in all tests achieving the 100% deployment reliability 






Chapter 5: Attitude Control System 
 
5.1 Roles and Requirements 
The Attitude Control System (ACS) serves the important purpose of controlling and changing the 
satellite’s orientation on-orbit. Controlling its orientation is critical to ensure that antennas onboard 
the satellite are pointed towards the Earth, thereby enabling communication with the satellite, as 
well as rotating the solar array to face the sun, ensuring maximum power generation. The design 
therefore had to meet the following requirements: 
 The ability to accurately point the satellite to within 10° of its desired orientation.  
 Maximizing available space within the bus for the satellite’s avionics and payload, so the 
ACS could fit to within 1U of internal space.  
 Using passive methods of stabilization where possible in order to reduce the overall power 
usage of the attitude control system. 
 
 
Figure 5.1-1. Photo of the fully assembled Attitude Control System. 
 
5.2 Options and Trade-Offs 
Optimizing the design through compromise. Design options and tradeoffs were considered for 
the turning mechanism and the boom itself. Considerations included:  
 Whether the turning mechanism was conceptualized as using either a servo or springs. 
 Whether or not a turning mechanism was better suited than a second reaction wheel.  
 
Two reaction wheel functions: stabilization correction and active pointing.  
 Once the stabilization phase of the satellite is complete, the reaction wheel is only needed 
for active pointing.  
 As these functions never coincide, a turning mechanism to switch from stabilization to 
active pointing was the most efficient option.  
 This system reduced the amount of hardware on the satellite by eliminating a dedicated 
reaction wheel for use solely during the preliminary stabilization phase. This version of the 
turning mechanism utilized springs, providing the desired functionality while also 
requiring less power and being less complex than other options. Ultimately, this was the 






Ensuring the rigidity of the Gravity-Gradient boom. 
 We chose to use two tapes for the boom in order to improve its rigidity, since the increase 
in both end mass and length relative to the SCUCube design meant that the boom would 
undergo far greater bending.  
 A tape measure is designed to be collapsed in a particular fashion, and so extra 
reinforcements were needed in order to override this feature. 
o There were multiple ways to incorporate two tape measures to achieve this goal. 
They could be placed directly back to back, formed into a tube, clocked 90 degrees 
into a T shape, or offset so that there is a gap between the two tape measures.  
o The key factors we identified were ease of spooling the boom and ensuring a 
compact envelope for the deployer. In prototyping, we discovered a configuration 
where the tape measures could be fastened directly side by side, such that their 
profile was that of a sine wave.  
o This design proved to be better than any others thus far. The conceptual design 
matrix, located in Appendix F.3, shows how the boom designs compared. 
 
5.3 Design Description 
We designed three mechanisms to address our requirements. In Figure 5.3-1, a mockup of the 
satellite is shown with the body axes labelled. An exploded view of the system can be seen in 
Figure 5.3-2. 
 







Figure 5.3-2. Exploded View of the Major ACS Components. 
 
The gravity-gradient boom is the first method of stabilization for the satellite, mitigating 
movement about its x- and y- axes. The reaction wheel provides two specific functions: pointing 
the solar array at the sun and correcting the direction of the satellite’s antennas. The turning 
mechanism allows the reaction wheel to transition from one function to the other depending on the 
task at hand.  
 
5.3.1 Gravity-Gradient Boom 
Stabilizing the satellite with a gravity boom. The gravity-gradient boom serves as the primary 
method of stabilization for the satellite. Upon deployment from the International Space Station, 
the satellite experiences uncontrolled free spin. By extending a mass away from the satellite, 
differences in gravitational forcing can be used to eliminate spinning about two of the satellite’s 
axes. The stabilization provided by the boom allows the satellite’s antenna to properly point 
towards the Earth. The boom was greatly inspired by SCUCube’s design [11]. Several upgrades 
were made to meet our 6U requirements and to enable the system to be ready for space missions. 
This system can be understood as composed of three components: a boom, an endmass, and a 
deployer. These components are shown in Figure 5.3-3. 
 
 






Based on simulation data, the length of the boom was increased from 0.67 m to 2 m, and the 
endmass was increased from 0.1 kg to 0.9 kg when compared to the previous design on the 3U 
SCUCube [11]. Because both changes were very significant, it was determined that the boom 
needed to become more rigid in order to support the additional length and mass. 
 
A tape spring is designed to be very rigid for its weight in one direction and to coil easily, but it 
buckles when loaded in its weak axis. Fastening two tape springs side by side, such that it 
resembles a wave, as illustrated in Figure 5.3-4 and pictured in Figure 5.3-5, reinforces the boom 
so that it can better resist forcing in all directions.  
 
Figure 5.3-4. Cross-section of the double table boom. 
 
The gravitation torque expected to be exerted on the boom while in orbit is on the order of 10-8 
Nm [47]. Based on our initial investigations, this boom design is capable of withstanding in all 
directions. A Stanley 16-foot tape measure was selected because it contained the largest tape spring 
that would reasonably fit inside our 1U of allotted space. The tape spring has a flattened width of 
0.75” and a thickness of 0.016”. The two tapes were cut to length and fastened together using 
Kapton Polyimide tape. This tape had good adhesive strength when tested, while also being thin 
and having a proven history of viable use on satellites [48]. The assembled double-tape boom can 
be seen in Figure 5.3-5. 
 
 
Figure 5.3-5. Photo of the Assembled Double-Tape Measure Boom. 
 
Designing the endmass. In order to achieve the desired mass while still remaining in the 1U 
envelope, the endmass was machined out of 304 Stainless Steel. This material was selected 
because of its high density and ease of acquisition.  
 
 







As shown in Figure 5.3-6, the endmass was split into a top half and a bottom half. Part of each half 
was contoured to the profile of the double tape measure boom. This was done to avoid flattening 
the boom when it is attached to the end mass. 
 
Flattening the boom eliminates the curvature which gives the boom its rigidity, thus compromising 
the structural integrity. When the two halves were screwed together, they tightly clamped onto the 
boom, securing the endmass to the boom and thereby maintaining the structural integrity provided 
by the curvature, as is shown in Figure 5.3-6. Each half also features four holes for fixturing. 
Fishing line is tied to these holes to restrain the mass prior to deployment on-orbit. 
 
Boom Deployer Design. The final part of the gravity-gradient boom system is the boom deployer. 
This had the purpose of housing the coiled boom and ensuring that it uncoiled successfully and in 
the correct direction. A coiled tape measure behaves much like a spring. A large amount of 
potential energy is stored due to internal stresses in the coiled state and it naturally wishes to 
straighten out. The deployer consists of a spool to which the boom is glued into, a housing for the 
spool and the coiled boom, and some guides that influence the direction in which the boom uncoils. 
This system can be seen in Figure 5.3-7. 
 
 
Figure 5.3-7. Photo of the Assembled Boom Deployer. 
 
Boom deployer components. 
 The spool is a laminate made from laser cut ⅛” Delrin sheet. This was pressed and glued 
over a 0.25” outer diameter precision-ground aluminum shaft.  
 The housing was made of two 6061-T6 Aluminum side-plates which were connected by 
three round Aluminum standoffs.  
 In between the side-plates is a piece of Aluminum tubing with an inner diameter of 2.15” 
which serves as a shield for the coiled boom.  
 A Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) sheet was glued to the inside of this shield, which allows 







There are two additional round standoffs made of PTFE that serve as the guides for the uncoiling 
boom. Together with the shield, they moderately constrain the motion of the boom as it uncoils. 
We found that adding additional guides and constraints caused the deployment to stall, and so 
while there are loose tolerances in the gap out of which the boom extends, this space is necessary 
to ensure reliable boom deployment.  
 
The boom side-plates also feature provisions to mount the reaction wheel turning mechanism along 
with two release mechanisms which restrain the boom and the turning mechanism. The boom 
deployer is then fastened to the bus via four screws at the bottom. 
 
5.3.2 Reaction Wheel 
The reaction wheel, shown in Figure 5.3-8, was co-developed alongside SCU graduate students 
Andres Maldonado-Liu and Austin Jacobs.  
 
Figure 5.3-8. Solidworks Model of Reaction Wheel and its Casing. 
 
It serves two functions onboard our satellite. It corrects the stabilized orientation so that the antenna 
points towards the Earth, and also actively points the solar array towards the sun. Upon boom 
deployment, there are two stable equilibria which the satellite can achieve. One of them orients the 
satellite so that the boom is facing away from the Earth. In this case, the communications array on 
the Earth Deck is pointing towards Earth and able to communicate with the ground station. The 
other, undesirable possibility is that it can stabilize with the antenna facing away from the Earth. 
If this happens, the reaction wheel spins to flip the z-axis of the satellite by 180°. This operation 
only occurs during the stabilization phase of the satellite’s mission but may never occur at all. The 
primary use of this system, the active pointing function, utilizes a differential sun sensor to keep 







We wanted the reaction wheel to turn the satellite 180° in 2 minutes as a goal for the minimum 
speed of the system. This, alongside our 10° goal for the orientation accuracy by the gravity-
gradient boom, determine the accuracy of the overall ACS.  
 The reaction wheel also needed to be very small in order to fit inside the remainder of the 
1U space allocated for the ACS. As a result, the selected wheel and housing were designed 
to be as compact as possible.  
 The wheel was machined out of copper to achieve a wheel with enough inertia to generate 
the required angular momentum in the required compact form factor. It was press fit onto 
a Faulhaber 2610T Brushless DC Motor. 
 The housing for the wheel featured a base made out of aluminum, a laser cut Delrin gasket, 
and a 3D printed cover. This housing would be epoxied shut and covered with a conformal 
coating to create a sealed system that would not outgas.  
 
5.3.3 Turning Mechanism 
The turning mechanism, shown with the reaction wheel attached in Figure 5.3-9 allows the reaction 
wheel to transition from the stabilization function to the active pointing function.  
 
Figure 5.3-9. Solidworks Model of the Turning Mechanism. 
 
The base of the reaction wheel has aluminum standoffs which connect it to two Delrin, laser cut 
arms. These arms pivot about screws on the Boom Deployer. Two springs run from the arms to 
the bottom of the deployer. The mechanism is restrained with fishing line such that the wheel’s 
axis of rotation is parallel with the y-axis of the satellite. When released, the spring force rotates 







5.4 Supporting Analysis 
The Gravity-Gradient Boom’s behavior can be modeled by a system of equations, which in matrix 
form can be written as follows: 
𝐌?̈? + 𝐆?̇? + 𝐊𝐱 = 0 








𝐊 =  𝜔
4(𝐼 − 𝐼 ) 0
0 (𝐼 − 𝐼 )
 
where M is the mass matrix, G is the gyroscopic damping matrix, K is the stiffness matrix of the 
system, I1, I2, and I3 are the moments of inertia about the satellite’s three axes, and ωc is the orbital 
angular velocity [49]. By identifying the eigenvalues of this differential equation and varying the 
boom’s parameters, the stability of the satellite and boom can be determined. This process leads 








+ 4𝑘 𝑘 = 0 
𝑘 =




(𝐼 − 𝐼 )
𝐼
 
Where k1 and k3 are the Smelt parameters of the system. There are four stability conditions based 
on this characteristic equation that must hold true in order for the satellite and boom to successfully 
stabilize from a state of uncontrolled free-spin [49]. These conditions, based on the Smelt 
parameters of the system, are as follows: 
𝑘 > 𝑘  
𝑘 𝑘 > 0 
1 + 3𝑘 + 𝑘 𝑘 > 0 
(1 + 3𝑘 + 𝑘 𝑘 )𝟐 − 16𝑘 𝑘 > 0 
Since these conditions are functions of the satellite’s inertia tensor, the length and end mass of the 
boom can be manipulated to find a stable gravity-gradient boom design. Modelling the satellite as 
a simple 6U-sized body with dimensions of 239.45 mm x 116.2 mm x 366 mm and mass of 12 kg, 
it was determined that a boom length of 2 m and end mass of 0.8 kg would result in a stable system. 
In designing and manufacturing these components, we were able to determine exact values for this 
length and mass. The boom measured 2 meters, but the mass was roughly 0.9 kg. These values 
were once again run through the equations and found to still stabilize the spacecraft, confirming 

















5.5 Test and Verification Data 
 
5.5.1 Gravity-Gradient Boom Dynamic Simulation 
The boom successfully stabilized our satellite within our accuracy goals. To ensure that 
gravity-gradient boom stabilizes our satellite to within 10° of our orientation goal, we simulated 
the satellite’s rotation caused by the gravity-gradient boom. The satellite and boom can be 
described by a system of differential equations. Numerically solving this system allows us to 
predict the satellite’s orientation with time. We tested our configuration for a wide range of initial 
spinning conditions and found that the boom stabilizes our satellite to within our 10° goal in less 
than seven days for all initial conditions. This data is shown in Table 5.5-1. The simulation that 
was used for this analysis is found in Appendix I.3. 
 
Table 5.5-1. Resultant spin rates (center) and angular positions (right) of 
 the simulated satellite based on the initial free-spin conditions (left). 
Free-Spin Conditions Spin After 10 Days 
ωx (°/s) ωy (°/s) ωz (°/s) ωx (°/s) ωy (°/s) ωz (°/s) φ (°) θ (°) ψ (°) 
1.00 1.00 7.00 0.142 0.141 7.113 0.66 0.36 102.57 
3.00 3.00 7.00 0.146 0.115 0.000 3.84 0.14 99.78 
1.00 3.00 7.00 0.266 0.268 -0.104 2.95 1.16 101.71 
3.00 7.00 7.00 1.028 0.929 0.915 3.37 0.15 101.12 
5.00 5.00 7.00 0.351 0.310 0.304 1.45 0.13 104.20 
4.00 4.00 4.00 0.223 0.175 -0.013 9.60 2.89 103.12 
7.00 5.00 5.00 0.317 0.406 -0.004 9.74 4.57 100.10 
7.00 3.00 1.00 0.329 0.274 -0.133 9.61 5.07 101.72 
7.00 7.00 5.00 0.140 0.186 0.006 7.40 2.96 100.10 
7.00 1.00 1.00 0.253 0.074 0.000 7.01 4.39 101.28 
7.00 7.00 7.00 0.299 0.091 -0.001 6.80 1.30 99.84 
 
5.5.2 Boom Deployment Testing 
The Double Tape Boom was capable of reliable deployment. Physical tests of the boom 
deployer were conducted to ensure that the design could reliably extend the boom from its stowed 
state. The primary goal was to confirm that the boom extended fully on every deployment. Since 
this operation only occurs once during the satellite’s lifetime, the behavior of the boom was 
secondary in importance to the end result of deployment. Additionally, the boom was subject to 
an extensive number of tests to ensure reliability, since unsuccessful boom deployment would 






to test the boom in a pseudo-zero gravity environment, and so the tests were conducted with 
upward vertical deployment without the end mass.  
 
Since testing in a non-zero gravitational environment imposes additional external forces due to 
gravity on the system, it can be considered a stricter testing scenario even without the end mass 
present. In stowing the boom and allowing it to deploy 50 times, the boom extended completely 
with 100% success rate in an average time of 4.52 seconds. The boom occasionally experienced 
slowdowns if the tape was stowed incorrectly, but careful stowing procedures mitigated these 
issues. These careful procedures are easily replicable and can be expected to occur prior to stowage 
for an actual launch. Further details and results of this testing can be found in Appendix K.3. 
 
5.5.3 Turning Mechanism Testing 
The reaction wheel’s turning mechanism was also tested to ensure that the springs provided 
sufficient registration of the mechanism in its activated state, so that the reaction wheel’s spinning 
would affect only the z-axis. The qualities checked were the position of the mechanism when 
restrained and the position of the mechanism when deployed. It was confirmed that the system 
could repeatedly turn and contact correctly 40 times without wear to the springs or mechanism 
itself. While the springs were inspected for fatigue effects, the mechanism will only deploy once 
per launch, and so this inspection was redundant. Further details and results of this testing can be 








Chapter 6: Subsystem Integration 
 
6.1 System Integration, Tests, and Results 
While each subsystem was manufactured separately, the integration of these subsystems into a 
cohesive whole was imperative to creating a final product. Once manufactured, the Deployable 
Solar Arrays and ACS were attached to the Bus to confirm proper integration and iterate on 
components if needed. An image of the integrated system can be seen in Figure 6.1-1 below. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-1. Photo of the fully assembled and integrated 6U CubeSat. 
 
Another important aspect of systems integration was the analysis of the system as a whole. While 
each subteam did analyses of their individual subsystems, final FEA needed to be performed in 
order to verify the behavior of the fully assembled satellite. Additional analyses were carried out 
to determine the final dimensions, center of gravity, and available payload mass and volume on 
the overall system. The final sections of the chapter consider the costs associated with the project 
and an analysis of engineering standards and realistic constraints in order to better understand the 







6.1.1 Vibration Response: Hand Calculations and Simulation Results 
Vibrational analysis indicates acceptable excitation behavior. The vibrational response of both 
the bus structure and the whole system were simulated. Though the NRDD does not specify a 
minimum first mode natural frequency for CubeSats, most CubeSat deployers require the first 
mode to be 120 Hz or greater [50][51]. In order to develop first-order approximations about the 
bus structure’s vibrational response, hand calculations were performed. To simplify calculations, 
the bus structure was modeled as a hollow rectangular beam shown in Figure 6.1-2. The moment 
of inertia for a hollow rectangular beam can be described by Equation 6.1 
 
𝐼 =                      (6.1) 
 
where a is the outer height of the bus, a1 is its inner height, w is its outer width, and w1 is its inner 
width [52]. The moment of inertia, I, was then used to find the first natural frequency of the beam 




                    (6.2) 
 
where E is the Young’s Modulus (6.89E10 Pa) of Al 6061-T6, ρ is its density (2700 kg/m3), and 
L is the length of the satellite [53]. The result of this calculation is shown in Table 6.1-1.  
 
  









Table 6.1-1. Variables used to calculate first natural frequency value of bus f1. 
Hollow Rectangular Beam 
Frequency Parameters 
a [m] 0.196 
a1 [m] 0.192 
w [m] 0.106 
w1 [m] 0.103 
L [m] 0.357 
I [m4] 5.09 x 10-6 
f1 [Hz] 318.7 
 
The calculated first natural frequency, 318.7 Hz, is well above 120 Hz requirement. This result 
provided confidence that the vibrational requirements set by the deployment system would be met. 
 
To further examine the theoretical vibrational response of the bus structure, the vibration of the 
panels was examined. The side panel (x-direction) and front panel (y-direction) display different 
vibrational behaviors. Each panel is constrained on each side, similar to the constrained plate as 
shown in Figure 6.1-3.  
 
 
Figure 6.1-3. Example of completely constrained plate used 
for plate natural frequency calculations. 
 
This is an idealized model of the system in order to get a first-order approximation of the panel 
behavior. The first natural frequencies of both 6U CubeSat panels can be determined using 
Equations 6.3 through 6.5.  











         (6.5) 
 
The natural frequency, f1, is found according to Equation 6.3, where λ is constant based on the 
geometry of a plate with length a and width b, D is the plate stiffness factor, ρ is the density, and 
h is the plate thickness. D is found according to Equation 6.5, where E is 6.89E10 Pa and µ is the 
Poisson’s ratio [53]. The parameters and results of each case are detailed in Table 6.1-2.  
 
Table 6.1-2. Parameters used to determine the natural frequency of each plate. 
Parameter Side Panel Front Panel 
E [Pa] 6.89E10 6.89E10 
h [m] 1.60E-3 1.60E-3 
µ 0.33 0.33 
D [N/m] 26.4 26.4 
ρ [kg/m3] 2700 2700 
a [m] 0.357 0.357 
b [m] 0.103 0.196 
λ [m/m] 279 83.6 
f1 [Hz] 860 258 
 
It was found that the natural frequency of the side panel was higher than that of the front panel. 
This difference is due to panel geometry. Based on Equations 6.3 and 6.5, λ is a function of the 
reciprocal of the width, b, and frequency, f1, is directly proportional to λ. In other words, the smaller 
the span or surface area of the plate, the higher its natural frequency.  
 
These results were important because the panels will likely be the first surfaces to vibrate. 
However, because the panels are different sizes, they behave differently. These results provide a 
better understanding of the response of the bus structure to vibrational loading. They also provided 







After the natural frequency of the bus structure was calculated by hand, an FEA natural frequency 
simulation of the bus structure was performed. The bonded condition as described in Section 3.4 
was first examined. The bus structure was constrained at its tabs — similar to the static loading 
test—as well as at each load point. This can be seen in Figure 6.1-4. An image representation of 
the first mode is shown in Figure 6.1-5.      
 
 
Figure 6.1-4. Pre-simulation natural frequency boundary conditions in which 
the bus structure is constrained at its tabs. 
 
  
Figure 6.1-5. Resultant first mode of natural frequency of bonded bus structure. 
 
The image represents areas of high (red) and low (blue) excitation. Table 6.1-3 displays the first 6 
modal frequency values. The resulting natural frequency values provided both reassurance that the 







Table 6.1-3. Bus structure modal frequency values obtained from FEA 








The worst-case scenario was observed in the “allow penetration” case. “Allow penetration” is 
similar to the “no penetration” model, except that components are allowed to pass through each 
other. This setting is best used for vibrational response simulations as it demonstrates a worse-case 
scenario for the part being tested. It must also be noted that when using the “allow penetration” 
setting in Solidworks, the software does not recognize the bolts as constraining components. 
Therefore, certain contact conditions must be made at the locations of fasteners. At these locations, 
the contact edges of holes in each component must be bonded in order to best simulate the 
constraining of the bolts. The results can be seen in Table 6.1-4. 
 
Table 6.1-4. System modal frequency values obtained using FEA. 








The combination of both the bonded and “allow penetration” cases provides a spectrum of the 
possible modal frequency values of the whole system. These values illustrate both the extreme 
cases of all components being fully constrained to parts, and parts being able to oscillate between 
each other. It is expected that the actual natural frequency lies between these extremes; therefore, 







After confirming that the first mode of the bus structure exceeds 120 Hz, a similar simulation 
was run of the whole system. The new simulation model included the whole ACS and deployable 
solar array system as well as stand-in masses for the payload and battery, which were positioned 
in order to best simulate the vibrational response of the system. The FEA simulation is based on 
the bonded component condition. The results are shown below in Figure 6.1-6 and Table 6.1-5. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-6. Resulting first mode of natural frequency of whole bonded system. 
 
Table 6.1-5. System modal frequency values obtained using FEA. 








The system exhibits a first mode of 395.90 Hz. The full system exhibits a lower first mode than 
the bus structure alone because of all the additional components. The system initially begins to 
experience vibration in the deployable solar panels. However, as the modal frequencies exceed 
400 Hz, the bus structure begins to vibrate as well. These findings are expected because the first 
mode seen within the bus structure was over 400 Hz. These results provided increased 







6.1.2 Maximum Dimension Verification 
The CubeSat envelope sits within the NRDD deployer. Once fully assembled, the maximum x-
, y-, and z-dimensions of the 6U CubeSat were measured. These dimensions are provided below 
in Table 6.1-6. The maximum dimensions in both the x- and z-directions corresponded to the 
maximum dimensions of the bus structure. The maximum y-dimension, however, is the result of 
the maximum bus structure y-dimension of 109.80 mm and 6.35 mm, which the hinges require to 
mount the solar panel arrays. This feature protrudes from the bus structure’s +y face. 
 
Table 6.1-6. Dimensions for the maximum envelope as well as the actual 
dimensions of the 6U CubeSat in the x-, y-, and z-dimensions. 
Dimensions Criteria [mm] Actual [mm] 
x- 239.45 239.37 
y- 116.20 116.15 
z- 366.00 366.00 
 
6.1.3 Center of Gravity Verification 
Center of Gravity sits within allotted region. As part of the 6U CubeSat specifications, the center 
of mass of the 6U CubeSat system must exist within 4.5 cm, 2 cm, and 7 cm from the geometric 
center with respect to its x-, y-, and z-dimensions [9]. This requirement was verified using the 
mass properties of the SolidWorks assembly models and by measuring the distance between the 
geometric center of the full system and its center of mass. As shown in Figure 6.1-7, Figure 6.1-8, 
and Table 6.1-7., the center of mass of the assembled mechanical subsystems remains within the 
allotted region, depicted in green. The greatest amount of variation is due to the large mass of the 
attitude control system. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-7. Depiction of the center of mass of the assembled system 







Figure 6.1-8. Depiction of the center of mass of the assembled system 
with respect to the geometric center in the y- and z-directions. 
 
Table 6.1-7. Distance between the geometric center of the 6U CubeSat 
and its center of mass in the x-, y-, and z-directions. 
Directions Criteria [mm] Actual [mm] 
x- ±45 0.038 
y- ±20 0.609 
z- ±70 35.636 
 
6.1.4 Available Payload Volume 
Desired payload volume surpassed. In addition to the external dimensions of the fully integrated 
mechanical subsystems, the internal dimensions of the CubeSat were measured. As shown in 
Figure 6.1-9, the internal dimensions of the 6U CubeSat are 186.1 mm x 96.5 mm x 330.3 mm in 
the x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively. The Attitude Control System was designed to fit within a 
1U volume. The repurposed battery and avionics from the SCUCube project were estimated to 
require an additional 2U of space. As shown in Table 6.1-8, 2932 cm3 of internal volume remains 
available for the satellite payload. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-9. Overview of the dimensions of the usable internal space 






Table 6.1-8. Available internal volume for payload as well as volume 
required for certain subsystems within the bus structure. 
System Volume [cm3] 
Bus (Internal) 5932 
ACS 1000 
Battery and Avionics 2000 
Available Payload Volume 2932 
 
 
6.1.5 Available Payload Mass 
As stated in Section 3.3, the maximum allowable mass of a 6U CubeSat is 12.00 kg. The 
collective mass of the bus structure, the solar panel array, and the attitude control system total 
5.417 kg. Considering the additional masses of both a lithium polymer battery and the avionics 
from last year’s SCUCube project, the total available mass for a payload measures 5.841 kg. 
These values are outlined below in Table 6.1-9. 
 
Table 6.1-9. Mass values of the mechanical subsystems, battery, 
SCUCube avionics, and maximum available payload.  
System Mass (kg) 
6U CubeSat Platform 5.417 
Battery 0.183 
SCUCube Avionics 0.559 








6.2 Cost Analysis 
 
6.2.1 Evaluation of Prototype Costs 
The breakdown of our expenditures for this project are shown in Table 6.2-1. The development 
costs reflect the overall expenses for each category, which were divided among raw materials, 
fixtures, and testing apparatuses. 
 
Table 6.2-1. Breakdown of prototyping costs for the 6U CubeSat 
 organized by subsystem and purpose of spending. 
Category Raw Materials Fixtures and Testing Development 
Bus Structure $240.94 $206.09 $447.03 
Deployable Solar Arrays $328.82 $56.70 $385.52 
Attitude Control System $273.70 $269.80 $543.50 
Miscellaneous $103.50 $19.79 $123.29 
Total $946.96 $475.89 $1422.85 
 
The team initially outlined a budget of $3,000. This total was based on the spending of previous 
projects and predicted expenses for our own project’s scope. Our prototyping costs over the course 
of this year amounted to under half of their budgeted amount. As shown in Section 2.7.2, several 
items were budgeted-for in the interest of investigating their feasibility and, if proven viable, 
implementation into our design. Components such as the hysteresis rods, the solar cells, and battery 
were included in the budget. We hoped that they would prove viable choices for solving some of 
the problems we faced in our design. Ultimately, however, these components were either deemed 
too complex to properly implement in our project without sacrificing quality, such as with the 
hysteresis rods, or too expensive to reasonably fit into our scope, such as the solar cells themselves. 
The decision to not purchase such components was ultimately the reason that our total expenses 
are far below our anticipated budget. 
 
6.2.2 Production Costing Estimates 
Based on the spending and manufacturing processes for the prototyping phase for this project, we 
have identified several key areas that could be optimized when bringing our CubeSat platform to 
production.  
 Testing Components: A significant amount of our spending was dedicated to testing 
components to ensure they function as intended. With this data already obtained, such 
spending would not be necessary in the final design. A certain level of quality control 
would be necessary at large-scale production levels. However, the cost per product would 






 Machining and Fixtures: Because the entire satellite was made for the first time in this 
prototyping process, all of the fixturing, CNC programming, and other manufacturing 
processes were created from scratch. Now that they exist -- and in some cases were 
improved through iteration -- reusing them would be possible. These tooling costs would 
therefore be shared among many satellites, further reducing the cost per product. 
 Materials: The raw materials purchased for this satellite were ordered in small quantities. 
Many suppliers charge higher prices relative to the material costs for larger, bulk orders. 
With sufficient scale these costs could also be reduced. 
 
We estimate that by implementing such cost-reducing measures, we could reduce the satellite cost 
significantly. Our mechanical components for the 6U CubeSat have an estimated cost of $385.90. 
This price was obtained based on the amount of materials used from the raw materials costs as 
shown in Table 6.2-2. The cost would increase due to the man-hours dedicated to the 
manufacturing and assembly process. Even with such increases, however, this design is 
significantly less expensive than competitive products currently available on the market, and 
therefore, we met a major goal of the project: to produce a much lower-cost satellite solution than 
previously offered on the market. 
 
Table 6.2-2. Detailed Costing Breakdown for the 6U CubeSat  
Platform, broken down by subsystem and parts. 
Part No. Bus Part Quantity Cost Per Total Cost 
1001 Front Plate 1 $ 9.70 $ 9.70 
1002 Side Plate 2 $ 5.04 $ 10.08 
1003 Back Plate 1 $ 9.70 $ 9.70 
1004 Earth Deck 1 $ 20.40 $ 20.40 
1005 Anti-Earth Deck 1 $ 20.40 $ 20.40 
1006A Right Tab 1 $ 8.75 $ 8.75 
1006B Left Tab 1 $ 8.75 $ 8.75 
1007 ED Loadpoint 2 $ 0.23 $ 0.46 
1008 AED Loadpoint 2 $ 0.14 $ 0.27 
1009 Front Longeron 2 $ 2.03 $ 4.05 
1010 Back Longeron 2 $ 2.03 $ 4.05 
91294A128 M3x0.5, 8mm, Flat Head Screw 58 $ 0.04 $ 2.55 
CLA-M3-2 M3 Clinch Nut 20 $ 0.08 $ 1.65 
91239A117 M3x0.5, 12mm, Button Head Screw 10 $ 0.09 $ 0.85 








Part No. Solar Part Quantity Cost Per 
Total 
Cost 
2001 Inner Panel 2 $ 2.47 $ 4.94 
2002 Middle Panel 2 $ 2.47 $ 4.94 
2003 Outer Panel 2 $ 2.61 $ 5.23 
2004 Narrow Shim 12 $ 0.31 $ 3.73 
2005 Wide Shim 8 $ 0.31 $ 2.49 
2006 Bus-Solar Shim 2 $ 0.36 $ 0.73 
15205A77 Self-Opening Hinge 8 $ 2.57 $ 20.56 
15205A11 Self-Closing Hinge 4 $ 2.57 $ 10.28 
2009A Bus Large Stopper 2 $ 0.05 $ 0.10 
2009B Panel Large Stopper 2 $ 0.05 $ 0.10 
2009C Outer Large Stopper 2 $ 0.05 $ 0.10 
2009D Bus Small Stopper 4 $ 0.05 $ 0.20 
2009E Panel Small Stopper 4 $ 0.05 $ 0.20 
2009F Outer Small Stopper 4 $ 0.05 $ 0.20 
91239A111 
M3x0.5, 6mm, Button Head 
Screw 
48 $ 0.07 $ 3.40 
CLA-M3-2 M3 Clinch Nut 48 $ 0.08 $ 3.96 
99024A305 Binding Barrels 60 $ 0.47 $ 28.34 
30345T161 18-8 Steel Lanyard Eye-Eye 12 $ 1.97 $ 23.64 








Part No. ACS Part Quantity Cost Per Total Cost 
3001 Deployer SidePlates 2 $ 1.16 $ 2.32 
90145A419 1/16" Dowel Pin 20 $ 0.10 $ 2.00 
91239A117 M3x0.5 12mm Button Head Screw 8 $ 0.09 $ 0.68 
3002 Deployer Standoffs 3 $ 2.52 $ 7.56 
3005 Teflon Standoffs 2 $ 0.11 $ 0.23 
91239A117 M3x0.5 12mm Button Head Screw 10 $ 0.09 $ 0.85 
91294A128 M3x0.5 8mm Flat Head Screw 6 $ 0.04 $ 0.26 
3003 Spool Shaft 1 $ 0.17 $ 0.17 
97633A130 1/4" Snap Rings 2 $ 0.85 $ 1.70 
92510A398 1/16" Spacer 2 $ 1.39 $ 2.78 
2706T13 1/4" PTFE Sleeve Bearing 2 $ 4.56 $ 9.12 
3004 Spool Shield 1 $ 2.13 $ 2.13 
8711K91 PTFE Film 1 $ 1.65 $ 1.65 
3201 Spool Stackup 6 $ 0.29 $ 1.74 
3301 End Mass Top 1 $ 14.28 $ 14.28 
3302 End Mass Bottom 1 $ 14.28 $ 14.28 
91251A207 #8-32 2-1/2" Socket Screw 2 $ 0.41 $ 0.82 
3401 Rxn Standoffs 4 $ 1.90 $ 7.60 
3402 Rxn Turning Arm 2 $ 0.10 $ 0.19 
3101 Rxn Base 1 $ 0.60 $ 0.60 
3102 Rxn Casing Top 1 $ 2.00 $ 2.00 
3103 Rxn Casing Shim 1 $ 0.12 $ 0.12 
3104 Rxn Wheel Mass 1 $ 5.00 $ 5.00 
FH-2610B SC Rxn Wheel Motor 1 $ 122.32 $ 122.32 
91239A111 M3x0.5, 6mm, Button Head Screw 4 $ 0.07 $ 0.28 
92015A106 M3x0.5 16mm Set Screw 4 $ 0.18 $ 0.71 
94135K3 1-1/4" Springs 2 $ 1.15 $ 2.31 














Part No. Top Level Part Quantity Cost Per Total Cost 
KAL25FB1R00 DigiKey 1 Ohm Resistor 3 $ 3.08 $ 9.24 
2101 Release Baseplate 3 $ 0.20 $ 0.60 
2101 Tensioner Block 3 $ 0.03 $ 0.10 
91294A128 M3x0.5 8mm Flat Head Screw 6 $ 0.04 $ 0.26 
90145A419 1/16" Dowel Pin 3 $ 0.10 $ 0.30 
91239A117 M3x0.5 12mm Button Head Screw 6 $ 0.09 $ 0.51 
   Subtotal $ 11.01 
Grand Total $ 385.90 
 
6.3 Engineering Standards and Realistic Constraints  
The design team considered a myriad of engineering standards that will ensure our satellite benefits 
communities in need while minimizing any unintended consequences. These considerations are 
outlined below in detail. 
 
Ethical 
The allocation of the communications capabilities of our satellite must be considered. The small 
size of the satellite and its proposed low-Earth orbit limit its capabilities and the number of 
communications to which it can respond. An issue arises when two disasters require the assistance 
of the satellite. How will the recipient of the satellite’s communications be decided? Issues of 
fairness are raised. As of now, we plan to incorporate at least 2 communication channels into the 
spacecraft. The orbit of the ISS means the satellite will be within distance to transmit and receive 
messages from every location on Earth about twice per day. Therefore, the satellite could 
communicate with multiple ground stations on a daily basis. Moreover, to compensate for the 
satellite’s limited capabilities, a small constellation of CubeSats could be employed to cover more 
of the Earth’s surface at a given instance.  
 
Science, Technology, and Society 
Our satellite will provide potentially life-saving communications in the wake of natural disasters. 
The team especially hopes to benefit developing societies and communities whose 
communications infrastructures might be limited or at risk of failure. Because having reliable and 
accessible channels of communication directly benefits the success of relief efforts, we believe our 
satellite platform will provide a beneficial humanitarian service [1].  
 
The satellite will also provide experience to those people who operate it. The CubeSat will likely 
be controlled from the mission control center at Santa Clara University’s Robotic Systems Lab. 
Students are given the opportunity to relay transmissions to and from the satellites that the RSL 
monitors. This practice provides those people interested in aerospace engineering exposure to 






Finally, because the infrastructure required to launch and communicate with the satellite already 
exists, few additional burdens will be placed on the satellite’s operators. The satellite will simple 
be integrated into a pre-existing operations system.  
 
Civic Engagement 
Because our satellite will be employed in disaster-affected areas that may span several nations, 
political ramifications must be considered. First, government sanctions might restrict the access of 
people to goods and services. Therefore, the access of people to the satellite’s services could be 
limited. Additionally, government organizations such as The International Traffic in Arms 
Regulations (ITAR) and The Export Administration Regulations (EAR) limit the technologies that 
may be implemented by the United States in certain countries [54]. Our satellite will not be used 
for defense applications. Furthermore, satellites in LEO are regulated by international federations 
including The International Telecommunication Union (ITU). Therefore, many of these nation-
specific issues of ownership, rights, and exportation are mitigated.  
 
Economic 
CubeSats are often designed primarily with commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. As such, 
these satellite projects inherently make economic considerations during the design process. This 
attention to cost ultimately results in a completed satellite that is often significantly less expensive 
than most commercial satellites employed today. Keeping with this idea, the team designed as 
many of the components of the CubeSat design as possible for manufacturability to reduce the 
costs attributed to outsourcing manufacturing. Additionally, the team was conscious of the budget 
limitations of this project and devised strategies that optimized the allocation of funds in 
accordance with the project goals. The completed budget is shown in Section 6.2.  
 
Health and Safety 
The manufacturing and assembly of the 6U CubeSat was completed within the facilities located 
on the Santa Clara University campus. These include the Machine Shop, the Maker Lab, and the 
RSL. Each of these locations has its own set of safety regulations that were followed while working 
within their respective spaces. Additionally, we have drafted a safety review, seen in Appendix N, 
that outlines the proper procedure for working with and handling the 6U CubeSat. This set of 
guidelines was followed at all times.  
 
Also, the final design needed to adhere to any safety guidelines set by the launch vehicle and 
deployer providers. This is because the CubeSat cannot interfere with either the launch vehicle or 
the deployer during the initial launch and deployment into orbit. Inability to follow any of the 
above guideline could cause serious harm to those working near the device and could also cause 
unwanted damage to nearby hardware. It is also important to note that there are no safety hazards 
posed by the satellite’s inevitable return to Earth. The satellite will disintegrate harmlessly and 







The CubeSat bus structure was manufactured in the Mechanical Engineering Department’s 
machine shop. The initial bus design called for a truss structure. Though the machine shop 
possesses the necessary equipment to manufacture this structure, doing so would have proved 
challenging and time-intensive. In general, designs should always be analyzed and augmented for 
ease of manufacturability. Our senior design team faced the manufacturing constraints of this 
shared shop environment. For example, the machine shop is available for limited hours and 
equipment must be shared with other students. Therefore, implementing simple designs for all 
manufactured components was imperative. For this reason, metal plates and sheet metal were used 
for both the bus structure and the solar panels. Components were also designed such as to minimize 
the need for complex fixtures when possible. 
 
Usability 
Our CubeSat will provide amateur radio communications. The project assumes that disaster 
response teams already possess the ability and the equipment to communicate through amateur 
radio, which is easy to learn, setup, and operate. Future satellite operations teams at SCU can 
likewise use existing equipment to transmit and receive messages through the on-campus ground 
station. Therefore, satellite operations should require minimal equipment training.   
 
Sustainability 
The completed CubeSat is expected to operate for a mission-life of one year. Once satellite 
components begin to fail, the system will become unusable. CubeSats in general serve a relatively 
short operating life. Repairing and maintaining them on-orbit is neither feasible nor cost-effective. 
Another factor leading to this short life is orbital decay. Without an on-board propulsion system, 
there is nothing to correct for orbital decay and the satellite is left to slowly move closer to Earth’s 
atmosphere. This reality also means that satellite systems cannot be updated to serve new needs. 
New CubeSats are simply launched to replace those that fail. To ensure that our satellite platform 
is able to serve its entire lifespan -- or as long as possible -- it is imperative that both individual 
systems and the entire integrated structure undergo extensive testing before launch. This includes 
vibration tests, solar panel and gravity-gradient boom deployment tests, and fit checks with the 
deployer. These tests will help ensure that the satellite is space-ready.  
 
Environmental Impact 
Small satellites inherently invite the examination of several environmental considerations. First, 
rocket launches emit carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and other pollutants that deplete the ozone 
layer [56]. Though finding more sustainable sources of fuel should be a priority, our own mission 
must use existing infrastructure. Our CubeSat will be sent to the ISS on a standard NASA resupply 
mission. In this respect, our system will be piggybacking on NASA systems that operate regardless 
of our involvement. From this perspective, CubeSats do not contribute to these environmental 







After our satellite serves its useful life, it will continue to orbit Earth and will create space debris. 
Approximately 20,000 pieces of debris larger than a softball currently orbit the Earth. Collisions 
between pieces of debris and spacecraft can cause serious damage [57]. Though our satellite will 
contribute to this debris, its size dictates that it will be monitored by NASA. This tracking ensures 
that larger spacecraft will be able to maneuver around the defunct structure if necessary [57].  
 
A final environmental consideration arises through the use of nichrome wire release mechanisms. 
A short period of time exists during which the fishing line burns and emits fumes. Through testing, 
it was found that outgassing only occurs briefly after the line burns. This period is so short, it was 
considered negligible. The team designed this mechanism such that it meets all guidelines set by 
the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA), which are intended to limit the 













Chapter 7: Future Work 
 
7.1 Bus Structure 
Hard-anodization. The NanoRacks specifications require that the loading regions be hard-
anodized aluminum in order to achieve a value of 65-70 on the Rockwell C hardness scale [10]. 
Therefore, the load points and tabs must undergo the anodization process. Anodizing gives the 
load points and tabs higher corrosion resistance and prevents the potential of cold-welding caused 
by the extreme temperatures of space. This process would be completed after the entire satellite’s 
design has been finalized and was therefore outside the scope of this project. This will be necessary 
prior to launch and will need to be performed by future teams.  
 
NRDD tab interface location correction. Near the end of the 6U CubeSat design and fabrication 
process, the team had a design review with a representative from NanoRacks, the company which 
owns the NRDD. The discussion focused on ensuring that our 6U CubeSat would be able to 
properly interface the NRDD. While there were no issues with the tabs, the location of the load 
points did not meet the necessary requirements. Specifically, the representative was concerned 
with how the 6U CubeSat would interface with an additional CubeSat within the deployer.  
 
Two solutions were devised to address this concern. The first solution involved the integration of 
the load points with the AED and ED plates. The load point features would be machined directly 




Figure 7.1-1. Proposed design changes to Earth Deck and Anti-Earth Deck. 
 
With this update, the new ED and AED load points now conform with NanoRack’s specifications 
on their location. This will allow the satellite to interface properly with both the pusher plate and 
any other CubeSats in the deployer, and address the concerns voiced by the NanoRacks 
representative. While this solution produces satisfactory load points on the ED, the load points on 
the AED are thinner than desired. As a result, there is a risk that they will deflect from the 
deployment force. This is problematic as it will cause the deployable solar array to experience the 
1200 N load. To confirm these assumptions, further analysis is required in order to accurately 







The second solution utilizes the proposed change to the ED; however, the load points on the AED 
will remain unchanged. This solution will only work if we have control over the orientation of the 
satellite in the deployer such that the AED does not contact the other satellite. In this configuration, 
the ED would interface with the other CubeSat in the deployer while the AED would contact a flat 
plate, either the door or the pusher plate. This would ensure that, despite the AED load points being 
inset from the specified location, the load would still be transferred properly to the satellite. For 
this proposed solution to occur, an exception must be made for our satellite’s launch procedures. 
This would occur as part of our Interface Control Agreement (ICA) and must be approved by 
NanoRacks. This solution requires fewer changes to the design. 
 
In both cases, the proposed design changes could not be simulated because of the limitations of 
SolidWorks software which prevented calculation of the deflection the load points experience. 
Future teams will need to verify the structural integrity of the bus structure using different FEA 
software in order to overcome this challenge. Additionally, they must iterate upon the proposed 
designs until the satellite is compliant with NanoRacks requirements or the aforementioned ICA 
exception is approved. 
 
Adding mounting provisions for the remaining satellite components. This includes the 
additional circuitry, wiring, antenna, and the payload. Creating additional holes and cutouts in the 
bus panels, AED, and ED is recommended. This will facilitate fastening the different payload 
components to the bus or creating wiring paths for different electronic components. It is advised 
that components have threaded holes so that countersunk bolts can be used for the external faces 
of the bus. Clinch nuts could also be used to constrain components to the bus as well. 
 
7.2 Solar Panels 
Several hardware upgrades were identified to improve the solar array deployment performance. 
 
More expensive, higher-precision cables cost less in the end. First, it was realized that the 
lengths of the tension cables purchased from McMaster-Carr vary within approximately ±0.015” 
of their nominal 4” length. Because these cables are stretched along the hinges, very small changes 
in length produced very large changes in hinge opening angle. While assembling the side arrays 
to prepare for testing, several hours and many extra cables were required to find sets of these cables 
that allowed each hinge to open to the correct angle. About double the number of cables actually 
used were purchased to ensure that cables of the correct length could be identified and used. This 
proved a laborious process. Sourcing tension cables from a different supplier that affords higher 







Check cable supplier tolerances before purchase. It was noticed that the spring-loaded hinges 
purchased from McMaster-Carr displayed similar tolerance issues. The widths and lengths of hinge 
leafs varied within approximately ±0.07”. Tolerances for these parts were not specified by the 
supplier. Any future purchases of parts should confirm that manufacturer tolerances are within 
acceptable values. 
 
Several purchased hinges appeared bent from their original shapes and could not be used. Holes 
had to be drilled in very precise locations such that the hinges could mount onto shims, panels, and 
the bus. An elaborate fixture was developed that located one hinge edge and the hinge knee against 
the fixture’s upper plate. A simpler method would likely have been used to locate each hinge if 
their dimensions matched nominal values more closely. 
 
Additional issues were unavoidable due to the variation in the hinges knuckle diameter. While the 
variation in leaf size was able to be accounted for with the fixture design, the knuckle had to be 
used as a datum. This provided the accuracy of the hole placement required, but it could not 
account for the fact that the hinges purchased all had knuckle diameters larger than the nominal 
value. While still maintaining the necessary dimensions, this tolerance issue caused the stowed 
arrays to be wider than originally designed. In order to increase tolerance and avoid the need for 
an intensive fixture, alternative sources for these hinges, much like the cables should be sought 
out. By finding a source with higher tolerance or manufacturing these ourselves, we could improve 
the overall quality of the system and manufacturing process. 
 
Characterize solar array deployment shock. The springs of these hinges also exhibit a larger 
spring constant than desired. While this provides speedy deployment, solar panels also 
hyperextend before returning to their steady-state positions. Overall, the panels experience more 
force during deployment than desired. Conducting further deployment tests could help future 
teams better understand these forces. This testing might take the form of accelerometers mounted 
on each panel face. 
 
Calculating the resultant forces exerted on each panel could help future teams understand whether 
the solar cells mounted to these panels can withstand this loading. To decrease the spring constants 
of each hinge, they could perhaps be replaced with different springs or spring-hinges. 
Alternatively, the existing springs could be cut in half to decrease their overall spring force. Should 
the shock analysis show a need for this reduction, making these adjustments could help protect the 
panels against solar cell damage.  
 
Double-check placement of solar array deployment release mechanism. Finally, the placement 
of the release mechanism for the solar array deployment should be confirmed. Once finalized, 
mounting provisions in the bus must be made in order to install the mechanism. This may involve 






7.3 Attitude Control System 
While the boom as it is currently constructed is flight ready, there are additional improvements 
that can be made. 
 
Add spool restraint. It is desired to include an additional part that fastens to the shaft, so that the 
finishing line can directly restrain the shaft. Currently, the boom is restrained by tying the fishing 
line from the endmass to the release mechanism. Instead this change would route the fishing line 
from the shaft to the release mechanism, which would further restrain the spool.  
 
Find reliable supplier for springs in turning mechanism. Additionally, a reliable supplier for 
the springs on the turning mechanism needs to be sought out. The springs used were purchased at 
a local hardware store in a variety pack. As a result, accurate characteristics are not available for 
the springs, and there is no information regarding the quality control of the product. An industrial 
supplier is needed in order to gain this information. 
 
Update stability calculations with completed Reaction Wheel controller. Since the reaction 
wheel was developed as a separate graduate capstone, the electronic and software components for 
the reaction wheel are yet to be fully integrated. Since the current stability calculations are based 
on the preliminary values for the reaction wheel, they must be updated with the results from the 
finished project. 
 
Integration parts required for future development. Finally, additional parts may need to be 
manufactured in order to facilitate the integration of the remaining hardware required for the 
satellite. This includes but is not limited to the reaction wheel and housing, differential sun sensor, 
and EPS components. Critical to the integration of these components are provisions for wire paths. 
 
7.4 Complete Payload Integration 
Staffing future integration teams. The 6U CubeSat team developed a platform for a future 
CubeSat mission. Though the bus structure and mechanical components of the solar arrays and 
ACS are flight ready, the payload and other avionics must be integrated into the 6U CubeSat. This 
includes the HAM radio, antennae, and other communication components needed to perform 
disaster relief missions. An electronic power system (EPS) that includes a battery and solar panels 
to power all avionic components is also required. We recommend that future teams be comprised 
of computer and electrical engineers that can complete these avionic systems. It may also be 
necessary to consult Mechanical Engineering faculty towards the completion of the project to 
perform full-system shock and vibration analysis. 
 
Meeting remaining NanoRacks requirements. Since the 6U CubeSat team did not develop the 
electrical and software components of the satellite, they were not able to fulfill the NanoRacks 






flight (RBF) or apply before flight (ABF) features, physical switches that inhibit the use of 
electrical systems prior to launch, secondary locking features, and safety requirements. Future 
teams should carefully review the NRDD document to ensure compliance with all requirements. 
 
Long-term project support. Contingent to the launch of the 6U CubeSat is continued support for 
the project from SCU and potential industry partners. This can be acquired through corporate 
sponsorships or academic grants. Once the 6U CubeSat is launch-ready, a contract must be formed 
between Santa Clara University’s Robotic Systems Lab and NanoRacks. The process of having 
the 6U CubeSat launched and eventually deployed will then begin. It is only during this process 
that a fit check and NanoRacks flight-acceptance vibration test can be performed. These will need 
to take place before the deployment of the 6U CubeSat. It would be prudent, however, to arrange 
for additional vibration tests through other means since the NanoRacks testing is meant for 








Chapter 8: Summary and Conclusions 
 
The 6U CubeSat is a satellite platform capable of providing relief to those people affected by 
natural disasters through the facilitation of amateur radio communications. The team successfully 
developed the three mechanical subsystems outlined in the project mission statement. The bus 
structure was designed and manufactured with low-cost materials and met most loading and sizing 
requirements needed to properly fit into the NRDD. It also provides enough space for future 
payload and EPS components. Additionally, the deployable solar arrays increase the amount of 
power the CubeSat can generate while in orbit. Solar panels on the primary array will be able to 
support a continuous power draw of 5 W. The ACS uses the combination of a deployable gravity 
gradient boom and reaction wheel that will properly orient the satellite in space. These systems 
use minimal power, which will leave more power available for payload components. 
 
Overall, the design team accomplished the majority of its project goals. The different subsystems 
were verified through various methods of testing and analysis. Each subsystem works and meets 
all the requirements set for it. While changes need to be made to the bus structure, they are minor 
and will allow for the 6U CubeSat to properly interface with the NRDD. The team is confident 
that the 6U CubeSat will accommodate a future payload and an EPS dedicated to facilitating 
disaster relief communications. 
 
Developing the mechanical systems of the 6U CubeSat has been an honor and privilege for the 
members of the 6U CubeSat team. The team was able to experience the wide array of challenges 
and considerations that go into satellite design and practice using the different tools used to design 
and fabricate the satellite’s systems. The theoretical and practical knowledge gained has been 
immensely influential and will guide the members of this design team throughout their future 
endeavors. The team is grateful to both have worked on a project through the RSL and to have 
added to its rich CubeSat history. The design team wishes the best for future teams working 
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Appendix A: Detail and Assembly Drawings 
 
Component Numbering Convention 
The part and assembly numbering convention for the team has been standardized across all 
drawings. Parts that will be used as-bought have not been assigned a part number for the system. 




The 6U denotes its association with this project. Next, a P, A, or D is added to represent whether 
the item is a part (P), assembly (A), or a dummy model (D). Dummy models are defined as those 
which we have designed as part of an assembly or system to identify hole placements or necessary 
dimensions but are not in the scope of the project, and so have not been fully detailed. The next 
section involves four digits. The first digit denotes the subsystem that the part or drawing is 
associated with. For the project, the 0XXX series is for the entire system, 1XXX for the bus 
structure, 2XXX for the solar subsystem, and 3XXX for the attitude control system. The second 
digit specifies which subassembly the part or assembly belongs to within that specific system. For 
instance, the 33XX series is for the end mass sub-assembly and all related parts. The sub-
assemblies themselves are followed by two zeroes, while parts are assigned a two-digit number 
starting from 01 and increasing for each part in the sub-assembly. As an example of this system, 
the part 6U-P-2001 is the first part made for the deployable solar array subassembly (20XX), which 
falls under the solar subsystem (2XXX). 
 
Every part, assembly, or dummy model has a corresponding drawing. These drawings have 
identical names to their models. The following drawings represent every component designed and 





















































































































































































































































































































































Appendix B: Bill of Materials 
 
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY. 
1 6U-P-1001 BUS FRONT PLATE (+Y) 1 
2 6U-P-1002 BUS SIDE PLATE 2 
3 6U-P-1003 BUS BACK PLATE (-Y) 1 
4 6U-P-1004 EARTH DECK 1 
5 6U-P-1005 ANTI-EARTH DECK 1 
6 6U-P-1006A TAB (+X) 1 
7 6U-P-1006B TAB (-X) 1 
8 6U-P-1007 LOAD POINT (EARTH PLATE) 2 
9 6U-P-1008 LOAD POINT (ANTI-EARTH PLATE) 2 
10 6U-P-1009 FRONT LONGERON 2 
11 6U-P-1010 BACK LONGERON 2 
12 6U-P-2001 












NARROW-HOLE SOLAR PANEL  
SHIM 
12 
16 6U-P-2005 WIDE-HOLE SOLAR PANEL SHIM 8 
17 6U-P-2005 WIDE-HOLE SOLAR PANEL SHIM 4 
18 6U-P-2006 
DEPLOYABLE-BUS INTERFACING  
SHIM 
2 
19 6U-P-2009A BUS STOPPER 2 







ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY. 
21 6U-P-2009C OUTER STOPPER 2 
22 6U-P-2009D SMALL BUS STOPPER 4 
23 6U-P-2009E SMALL PANEL STOPPER 4 
24 6U-P-2009F SMALL OUTER STOPPER 4 
25 6U-D-20AA SMALL SOLAR PANEL 4 
26 6U-D-20AB LARGE SOLAR PANEL 2 
27 6U-D-20AC TOP FACE SOLAR PANEL 1 
28 6U-D-20AD BOTTOM FACE SOLAR PANEL 1 
29 6U-P-2101 BASE 3 
30 6U-P-2102 TENSIONER BLOCK 3 
31 6U-P-3001 BOOM DEPLOYER SIDEPLATE 1 
32 6U-P-3001M 
BOOM DEPLOYER SIDEPLATE  
(MIRROR) 
1 
33 6U-P-3002 BOOM DEPLOYER STANDOFF 3 
34 6U-P-3003 BOOM SPOOL SHAFT 1 
35 6U-P-3004 BOOM SPOOL SHIELD 1 
36 6U-P-3005 TEFLON DEPLOYER STANDOFF 2 
37 6U-P-3101 CASING BASE 1 
38 6U-P-3102 CASING TOP 1 
39 6U-P-3103 CASING SHIM 1 
40 6U-P-3104 REACTION WHEEL 1 







ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY. 
42 6U-P-3301 END MASS TOP HALF 1 
43 6U-P-3302 END MASS BOTTOM HALF 1 
44 6U-P-3401 REACTION WHEEL SUPPORT STANDOFF 4 
45 6U-P-3402 REACTION WHEEL TURNING ARM 2 
46 ASIN-B006ROR6JQ KAPTAN POLYIMIDE TAPE 1 




NICHROME WIRE 1 
49 DBR-CLA-M3-2 M3 CLINCH NUT 88 




REACTION WHEEL MOTOR 1 
52 KAL25FB1R00 1 OHM 25 WATT RESISTOR 3 
53 MCM-15205A110 SELF-CLOSING HINGE 4 
54 MCM-15205A770 SELF-OPENING HINGE 8 
55 MCM-2706T130 0.25" ID PTFE FLANGED BUSHING 2 
56 MCM-30345T161 
4" STAINLESS STEEL LANYARD W/ 
STRAIGHT EYELETS 
12 
57 MCM-8711K91 PTFE SHEET 1 
58 MCM-90145A419 1/16" OD X 0.5" DOWEL PIN 23 
59 MCM-91028A411 M3 JAM NUT 6 
60 MCM-91239A111 BHCS M3 X 6MM 72 
61 MCM-91239A115 BHCS M3 X 10MM 12 







ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY. 
63 MCM-91251A207 SHCS 8-32 X 2" 2 
64 MCM-91294A128 FHCS M3 X 8MM 74 
65 MCM-92015A108 SET SCREW M3 X 16MM 4 
66 MCM-92510A398 .252" ID 1/16" THICK SPACER 2 
67 MCM-93121A315 BINDING BARREL 8-32 X 1/8" MALE 60 
68 MCM-93121A315 BINDING BARREL #8-32 X 1/8" FEMALE 60 
69 MCM-94135K300 1-1/4" LENGTH 302 SS SPRING 2 
70 MCM-97633A130 0.25" SNAP RING 2 
71 ST-33-414 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix D: Timeline 
In the following section, Figures D-1 to D-6 show the quarterly Gantt charts used during our senior 
design project to prioritize and organize tasks and ensure that we were on schedule to complete 
our goals by the end of the year. 
 
 






S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa
Determine Subsystem Scope and Requirements BUS
Identify Key Values - Dimensions, Volume, and Mass BUS
Determine Payload Interfacing Requirements BUS
Evaluate Requirements for Launching BUS
Design and Determine Dummy Masses BUS
Determine Subsystem Scope and Requirements SOLAR
Determine Solar Panel Bus Placement SOLAR
Research Flexible Solar Cells SOLAR
Design Solar Array Arangement SOLAR
Determine Deployment Mechanism SOLAR
Examine Power Generation Capabilities SOLAR
Research Flexible Solar Cells SOLAR
Determine Subsystem Scope and Requirements ACS
Determine Reaction Wheel Requirements ACS
Determine Parameters for Gravity Gradient Boom ACS
Determine Project Scope and Team Organization ALL
High-Level Sketching and Design Work ALL
Contact Potential Customers ALL
Submit Funding Proposal ALL
Write Conceptual Design Report ALL
Prepare for Mock Design Review ALL
Week 5
Fall Quarter '17
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
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S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa
Internal Configuration Planning Duncan/Bus
Dummy Mass Identification Uche/Bus
Panel Manufacturing Uche/Bus
Load Point Manufacturing Uche/Bus
Internal/External Bracket Manufacturing Duncan/Bus
Tabs Manufacturing Duncan/Bus
Earth/Anti-Earth Deck Manufacturing Uche/Bus
Assemble Bus Structure Duncan/Bus
STK Simulation Refinement Corey/Solar
Initial Deployment System Design Steven/Solar
Solar Panel Specification Corey/Solar
Final Panel Configration Steven/Solar
Prototype Deployment System Steven/Solar
Finalize Power Budget Corey/Solar
Year-long STK Simulations Corey/Solar
Deployment Mechanism Testing Steven/Solar
Manufacturing Solar Array System Steven/Solar
Finalize Solar Panel and Battery Specifications Corey/Solar
Testing/Analysis of Solar Panel Deployment System Corey/Solar
Iterations/Updates of Solar Deployment System Steven/Solar
Prototype Double Boom Deployment Mani/ACS
Complete Hysteresis Simulation Grant/ACS
Double Boom Testing Mani/ACS
Manufacturing Double Boom Deployer Mani/ACS
Reaction Wheel Team Check in Grant/ACS
Wheel Turning Mechanism Development Grant/ACS
Iterations/Updates of Double Boom Design Mani/ACS
CAD Assembly Check-in Mani
First Meeting with Don All
Contact for NASA/Nanoracks Fit Check Duncan
Contact for Moog Vibration Testing Uche
MECH 195: Updated Budget Grant
Senior Design Conference Registration All
MECH 195: Detailed Drawings Mani
Petition to Graduate Due All
MECH 195: Analysis Report Corey
MECH 195: Written/Oral Progress Reports All
MECH 195: Assembly Drawings and Hardware All
6U CubeSat Gantt Chart
Week 4 Week 5Week 1
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S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa S M T W R F Sa
Earth/Anti-Earth Plate Manufacturing Duncan, Uche
Manufacturing of Fixture for Tabs and Brackets Duncan, Uche
Front Bracket Manufacturing Duncan, Uche
Back Bracket Manufacturing Duncan, Uche
Tabs Manufacturing Duncan, Uche
Load Point Manufacturing Duncan, Uche
Bus Assembly Duncan, Uche
Solar Panel Backing Plates Manufacturing Corey, Steven
Solar Shims Manufacturing Corey, Steven
Hinge Manufacturing Corey, Steven
Assembly Corey, Steven
Testing Corey, Steven
Design Iteration/Optimization Corey, Steven
Integration of Release Mechanism (see ACS) Corey, Steven
Prototype Release Mechanism Mani, Grant
Complete Manufacturing of Deployer Mani, Grant
Boom Deployer Testing Mani, Grant
Reaction Wheel and Turning Mechanism Mani, Grant
Integration of Circuitry Mani, Grant
Iterations/Updates of Double Boom Design Mani, Grant
Experimental Protocol, PDS Update All
Preview Day Presentations All
Sub-System Integration All
Final Analysis Work All
Senior Design Conference Slide Preparation All
Societal/environmental Impact Presentation All
Practice Presentation All
Senior Design Conference All
Vibration Testing of Entire System All / Bus Team
Fit-Test of Entire System All
Compile Thesis All
Send Thesis to Reader for Edits All
Patent Search All
Final Review of Thesis All
Spring Quarter '18
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5
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Senior Design Conference All
Vibration Testing of Entire System All / Bus Team
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Compile Thesis All
Send Thesis to Reader for Edits All
Patent Search All
Final Review of Thesis All
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Appendix E: Sketches 
 
 
Figure E-1. preliminary sketch of 20 cm x 9.5 cm x 33 cm bus structure design with rails to 








Figure E-2. Preliminary sketch of 9.5 cm x 9.5 cm x 70 cm bus structure design with rails to 









Figure E-3. Preliminary sketch of bus structure design with indentations on side panels for solar 


















Figure E-5. Solar panel array sketch depicting side deploying array and front deploying arrays. 









Figure E-6. Solar panel array sketch depicting a front deploying array. Deployment extends 


















Figure E-8. Additional considered solar panel deployment schemes implementing a fan fold 





















































Appendix F: Decision Matrices 
 
F.1 Bus Structure 
During the initial ideation phase of the project, four primary design concepts were generated for 
the bus structure. The designs were a 9.5 cm x 9.5 cm x 70 cm CubeSat, a 20 cm x 9.5 cm x 33 cm 
CubeSat with side plates flush with the rails, a 20 cm x 10 cm x 30 cm CubeSat with indentations 
in the side plates for the stowed solar panel array, and a 20 cm x 10 cm x 30 cm Cube Sat both 
with indentations for the solar panel arrays and a trussed design. 
 
As shown in Tables F.1-1 and F.1-2, these designs were ranked against one another based on a 
number of weighted criteria. While the 9.5 cm x 9.5 cm x 70 cm design did offer the most surface 
area, its unusual design made it far too incompatible with most CubeSat deployers. Additionally, 
although the trussed design potentially had the greatest rigidity and resistance to vibration than the 
other designs, the highest ranked design was the 20 cm x 10 cm x 30 cm CubeSat with indentations 
in the side plates for the stowed solar panel array. 
 














Table F.1-2. Decision matrix for the bus structure with a 6U-scaled version of the SCUCube 
satellite used as a baseline. The top ranked design was the 20 cm x 10 cm x 30 cm design with 
indentations for the solar arrays to stow. 
 
 
Something that should be noted is that these designs were generated before the NanoRacks NRDD 
was chosen as the particular deployer of the satellite. As a result, the final design of the 6U CubeSat 
platform did ultimately deviate from the design presented above, but only insofar as to ease the 
manufacturing process and replace the previous rails interface with the NRDD tabs. 
 
F.2 Solar Panel Array 
A total of seven solar panel array designs were generated for this project. Of these seven, 4 rigid 
solar panel array designs were considered. The first included three, 10 cm x 30 cm panels that 
folded into the sides of the satellite bus, and 20 cm x 30 cm panels mounted on the front and back 
satellite faces. The second contained the same panel surface area, but employed a mechanism that 
rotated the side panels 15 degrees about the x-axis. This configuration can be found in Appendix 
E, Figure E-9.  The panel rotation only produced an estimated average power generation increase 
of an estimated 5%.  It was calculated that this increase in power generation was insufficient to 
justify the complexity and vibration-prone panel shape. The last two arrangements of arrays 







direction. These arrangements also included body mounted panels on the front and back faces of 
the bus structure. 
 
Also considered were three less conventional array designs, each consisting of flexible arrays. The 
first was designed to deploy in an unfurling motion much like a fan. The second incorporated and 
automated roller which would unspool the stowed array. Finally, the third of these designs 
incorporated what is known as the Miura origami fold, in which pulling on two opposite corners 
allows for the compactly stowed array to unfurl into a large area. 
 
As shown in Tables F.2-1 and F.2-2, these designs were ranked against one another in accordance 
with a set of design criteria. The top-ranking design which was chosen for this project was the 
rigid panel array in which the panels stow against the side of the bus and deploy in the x-direction. 
 
Table F.2-1. Overview of the solar panel array design  












































































































































F.3 Attitude Control System 
Four design concepts were generated for the gravity gradient boom for the attitude control system. 
The design criteria upon which these designs were ranked and the rankings of these designs can 
be seen in Tables F.3-1 F.3-2. The first design utilized a telescoping boom design, in which 
multiple hollow frustums would extend the endmass from the main body of the satellite. The 
second design was a modified version of the tubular boom design utilized by the SCUCube team, 
in which a longer tape measure was to be used along with a more massive end mass. The third 
design was a wire drum boom in which a motor would actuate the boom, unspooling a wire which 
would extend the endmass from the main body. Finally, the last design was a coiling boom in 
which a triangular cylinder comprised of several interwoven members would unfurl to make the 
boom. 
 
The top-ranking design of these four was the tubular boom due to its greater simplicity and relative 
effectiveness. The telescoping boom and the coiling boom proved to be too complex of 
mechanisms to be machined within the Mechanical Engineering Machine Shop or the Maker Lab. 
While the wire drum boom would also have been an effective method, its reliance on an electrically 
powered motor meant an increase in the overall power consumption of the satellite. For this reason, 
the tubular boom was selected instead. 
 
Table F.3-1. Overview of the attitude control system design  










Table F.3-2. Decision matrix for the attitude control system with the SCUCube gravity gradient 
boom as a baseline. The top ranked design was the tubular boom, scaled up in length and mass 









Appendix G: Spending 
The estimated budget for the project is listed in Section 2.7.2. Table G-1 lists the actual expenses 
and items purchased for this project.  
 
Table G-1. Items purchased for this project, and total 
spent developing this 6U CubeSat platform. 
 
Part No. Mfg McMaster Item Quantity Cost Per  Total Cost  
15205A11 McMaster 3.5"x.75" Self-Closing Hinge 18 $ 2.57 $ 46.26 
15205A77 McMaster 3.5"x.75" Self-Opening Hinge 10 $ 2.57 $ 25.70 
2706T13 McMaster 1/4" PTFE Sleeve Bearing 2 $ 4.56 $ 9.12 
2851A133 McMaster 1/4" End Mill .03" Radius 1 $ 29.29 $ 29.29 
29045A753 McMaster #30 Drill Bit 3 $ 2.64 $ 7.92 
29045A753 McMaster #30 Drill Bit 3 $ 2.64 $ 7.92 
2905K11 McMaster 1/4" PTFE Rod 12" 1 $ 0.91 $ 0.91 
2995A59 McMaster 1/16" Reamer 1 $ 14.60 $ 14.60 
30345T161 McMaster 18-8 Steel Lanyard Eye-Eye 12 $ 1.97 $ 23.64 
30345T161 McMaster 18-8 Steel Lanyard Eye-Eye 16 $ 1.97 $ 31.52 
30345T161 McMaster 18-8 Steel Lanyard Eye-Eye 4 $ 1.97 $ 7.88 
30345T191 McMaster 18-8 Steel Lanyard Eye-90 4 $ 2.34 $ 9.36 
30565A223 McMaster 1.55mm Drill Bit 2 $ 1.79 $ 3.58 
30565A223 McMaster 1.55mm Drill Bit 2 $ 1.66 $ 3.32 
4973A22 McMaster 2mm T-Handle Key 2 $ 2.44 $ 4.88 
53405A41 McMaster .12-.13 Extractor/Drill Bit 3 $ 12.22 $ 36.66 
5497A52 McMaster 2mm Ball EndKey 4 $ 2.28 $ 9.12 
6338K411 McMaster 1/4" Sleeve Bearing 2 $ 0.77 $ 1.54 
8305A515 McMaster M3 Tap Set 1 $ 22.92 $ 22.92 
8491A001 McMaster .1285" Drill Bushing 5/16" OD 2 $ 9.55 $ 19.10 
8491A098 McMaster .1285" Drill Bushing 3/8" OD 4 $ 7.48 $ 29.92 
8575K111 McMaster 1/16" Delrin Sheet 12x12 1 $ 10.34 $ 10.34 
8575K141 McMaster 1/4" Delrin Sheet 6x6 1 $ 10.42 $ 10.42 
8575K213 McMaster 1/8" Delrin Sheet 12x24 1 $ 28.62 $ 28.62 
8575K283 McMaster 3/64" Delrin Sheet 12x12 1 $ 7.59 $ 7.59 
8711K91 McMaster 6"x6" PTFE Film 1 $ 7.94 $ 7.94 
90145A419 McMaster 1/16" Steel Dowel Pin 100 $ 0.10 $ 10.01 







Part No. Mfg McMaster Item Quantity Cost Per  Total Cost  
91239A113 McMaster M3x0.5 8mm Button Head Screw 100 $ 0.07 $ 6.63 
91239A117 McMaster M3x0.5 12mm Button Head Screw 100 $ 0.09 $ 8.50 
91294A126 McMaster M3x0.5 6mm Flat Head Screw 100 $ 0.04 $ 4.12 
91294A128 McMaster M3x0.5 8mm Flat Head Screw 100 $ 0.04 $ 4.39 
91294A128 McMaster M3x0.5 8mm Flat Head Screw 100 $ 0.04 $ 4.39 
92015A106 McMaster M3x0.5 16mm Set Screw 50 $ 0.18 $ 8.87 
92510A780 McMaster 5/8" OD 5/8" Spacer 6 $ 1.90 $ 11.40 
92511A095 McMaster 5/8" OD 7/8" Spacer 6 $ 2.52 $ 15.12 
93013A314 McMaster 1/4" OD 5/8" Spacer 6 $ 1.90 $ 11.40 
93013A328 McMaster 1/4" OD 1-3/4" Spacer 7 $ 2.52 $ 17.64 
93330A476 McMaster 1/4" OD 1" Threaded Spacer 2 $ 0.60 $ 1.20 
94035A532 McMaster 1/4" Steel Shoulder Screw 2 $ 3.13 $ 6.26 
94135K3 McMaster 1.25" x 0.25" Steel Spring 6 $ 1.15 $ 6.92 
99024A305 McMaster 1/8" Binding Barrel + Screw 25 $ 0.47 $ 11.81 
99024A305 McMaster 1/8" Binding Barrel + Screw 25 $ 0.47 $ 11.81 
99024A305 McMaster 1/8" Binding Barrel + Screw 50 $ 0.47 $ 23.62 
91590A113 McMaster 1/4" Snap Rings 10 $ 0.85 $ 8.50 
OMBUS1 Online Metals 5/8" 6061-T6 Al Plate 4.25x7.75 2 $ 28.00 $ 56.00 
OMBUS2 Online Metals 1"x1" 6061-T6 Al Square 32.5 1 $ 26.33 $ 26.33 
OMBUS3 Online Metals .75"x.125" 6061-T6 Al Corner 14 4 $ 2.10 $ 8.40 
OMBUS4 Online Metals .5" 6061-T6 Al Plate 10x16 1 $ 108.80 $ 108.80 
OMBUS5 Online Metals 1/16" 6061-T6 Al Sheet 10x16 1 $ 14.40 $ 14.40 
OMBUS6 Online Metals 1/16" 6061-T6 Al Sheet 12x36 1 $ 19.20 $ 19.20 
OMACS1 Online Metals .625"x2" 303 SS Rectangle 12 1 $ 55.95 $ 55.95 
OMACS2 Online Metals .375"x3" 6061-T6 Al Rectangle 12 1 $ 8.04 $ 8.04 
OMACS3 Online Metals 2.25" OD 6061-T6 Al Tube 11 1 $ 13.41 $ 13.41 
OMACS4 Online Metals .25" 6061-T6 Al Rod 12 1 $ 0.82 $ 0.82 
OMACS5 Online Metals .625"x2" 6061-T6 Al Rectangle 12 1 $ 8.03 $ 8.03 
OMSOL1 Online Metals 1/16" 6061-T6 Al Sheet 24x36 2 $ 35.21 $ 70.42 
OMSOL2 Online Metals 1/16" 6061-T6 Al Sheet 12x24 1 $ 14.93 $ 14.93 
KAL25FB1R00 DigiKey 1 Ohm Resistor 5 $ 3.08 $ 15.40 
MJACS1 Monster Jaws 6"x2"x0.75" Soft Jaws 1 $ 10.99 $ 10.99 
MJBUS1 Monster Jaws 16"x2"x2" Soft Jaws 1 $ 62.80 $ 62.80 







Part No. Mfg McMaster Item Quantity Cost Per  Total Cost  
AMZ12 Amazon Vacuum Chamber Oil 1 $ 15.01 $ 15.01 
1NU25 Grainger 3/16" Steel Dowel Pin 20 $ 0.43 $ 8.60 
TAP11 TAP Plastics 1/8" Acryllic 4x16 Clear 3 $ 2.22 $ 6.66 
TAP12 TAP Plastics 1/8" Acryllic 9x16 Clear 1 $ 5.00 $ 5.00 
TAP13 TAP Plastics 1/8" Acryllic 4x15 Dark Blue 2 $ 3.50 $ 7.00 
TAP14 TAP Plastics 1/8" Acryllic 5x15 Dark Blue 4 $ 4.37 $ 17.48 
TAP15 TAP Plastics 1/8" Acryllic 9x15 Dark Blue 2 $ 7.88 $ 15.76 
TAP21 TAP Plastics 1/16" Acryllic 5x15 Black 2 $ 3.49 $ 6.98 
TAP22 TAP Plastics 1/16" Acryllic 4x15 Black 4 $ 2.79 $ 11.16 
TAP23 TAP Plastics 1/16" Acryllic 9x15 Black 2 $ 6.28 $ 12.56 
TAP31 TAP Plastics 1/16" Acryllic 9x16 Clear 1 $ 3.40 $ 3.40 
TAP32 TAP Plastics 1/16" Acryllic 9x15 Black 3 $ 6.30 $ 18.90 
LWS1 Lowes Blue Towel Rolls 2 $ 2.58 $ 5.16 
CLA-M3-2 DB Roberts M3x0.5 Clinch Nuts 100 $ 0.08 $ 8.26 
91028A411 McMaster M3x0.5 Jam Nuts 100 $ 0.08 $ 8.26 
92510A398 McMaster 1/16" Spacer 6 $ 1.39 $ 8.34 
91251A207 McMaster #8-32 2-1/2" Socket Screw 25 $ 0.41 $ 10.26 
      
   Cost Total $ 1,422.85 
   Estimated Tax $ 128.06 
   Estimated Shipping $ 120.00 







Appendix H: Hand Calculations 
 
H.1 Bus Structure 
 
Below are the hand calculations for finding the force applied to each load point. The load points 
were modelled as undergoing pure compression, resulting in pure tension in the internal threads. 
These threads were assumed to be the primary failure point in the upper load points, while shear 
failure in the screws was assumed to be the primary failure mode of the lower load points. These 











The vibration calculations below relate to understanding the vibration response of the bus 
structure. The calculations for the natural frequency of the hollow rectangular beam were used to 
simplify the bus structure and understand its overall vibration response. The second natural 
frequencies of the front and side panels were calculated to analyze the behavior of the bus structure 


















































Appendix I: Computer Simulations 
 
I.1 Bus Structure FEA 
The following images are additional results discussed in chapter 3, section 3.4.1. They involve the 
stress and displacement results of the AED and ED load point test. It can be seen that bus was able 
to maintain its structural integrity in these configurations and this was discussed in section 3.4.1 
as well. 
 
Figure I.1-1. Resultant stress distribution after perfectly bonded AED load point simulation. 
 









Figure I.1-3. Resultant stress distribution after perfectly bonded ED load point simulation. 
 
Figure I.1-4. Resultant deformation distribution after perfectly bonded ED load point simulation. 
 
I.2 Solar Panel Array Power Simulation 
The following graphs depict the simulated charging and discharging behavior of the battery on 
board the satellite during its operations for the duration of 2020. This simulation was performed 
using a program called Systems Tool Kit (STK) as outlined in Section 4.4. Incident solar power 
data for each 60 s interval was exported from the program into a spreadsheet in order to analyze 
the data to find the maximum continuous power draw that the system could support. The data from 
STK used an array totaling one square meter. This data was then scaled down to match our total 
cell area of 0.098 m2 and divided by the factor of safety of 1.5. The power draw of the system was 
multiplied by the factor of safety and then factored in to determine how much power was charging 







was capped at 2.2 A to ensure that the 2200 mAh battery would charge safely at 1C. This was then 
converted to a total battery charge and plotted. By experimenting with values of continuous power 
draw, the highest value the system could handle while supporting a stable battery charge was 5 W, 
which translates to 120 Wh of daily energy use. The graphs of the monthly battery charge can be 
seen below in Figures I.2-1 through I.2-12. 
 
Figure I.2-1 Graph of battery behavior for the month of January, 2020. 
 
 








Figure I.2-3 Graph of battery behavior for the month of March, 2020. 
 
 








Figure I.2-5 Graph of battery behavior for the month of May, 2020. 
 
 








Figure I.2-7 Graph of battery behavior for the month of July, 2020. 
 








Figure I.2-9 Graph of battery behavior for the month of September, 2020. 
 








Figure I.2-11 Graph of battery behavior for the month of November, 2020. 
 










I.3 Attitude Control System Simulations 
The ACS gravity-gradient boom simulations were performed using Matlab. The satellite was 
modeled as a system of the following differential equations [49]: 
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ϕ̇ =  ω cos(ψ) cos(θ) −  ω cos(θ) sin(ψ) +  ω sin(ϕ) 
 
θ̇ =   ω (cos(ϕ) sin(ψ) + sin(ϕ) sin(θ) cos(ψ)) 
                                                       +   ω (cos(ϕ) cos(ψ) − sin(ϕ)sin(θ) sin(ψ)) 
                                                       −   ω cos(θ) sin(ψ) 
 
ψ̇ =   ω (sin(ϕ) sin(ψ) −  cos(ϕ) sin(θ) cos(ψ)) 
                                                      +   ω (sin(ϕ) cos(ψ)  + cos(ϕ) sin(θ)sin(ψ)) 
                                                      +   ω cos(ϕ)cos(θ) 
 
A script was utilized to numerically solve this system to obtain the satellite’s rotational behavior 
as a function of time around all three body axes. The goal of the ACS is to reduce the spin rates 
about these axis, ensuring that the satellite is stable and maintains our desired orientation. On the 
following pages are the scripts used to obtain the data outlined in Section 5.5.1. The first, a function 
called sim_master(), was the general simulation structure used for obtaining the numerical solution 
for the satellite’s dynamics. The second script, orbital_sym_v3(), is the implementation of the 














function [out,dcm,t] =sim_master(w_0,angle_0,num_days,m_tip,l_boom,w_wheel) 
%runs an orbital simulation with the given initial moments of inertia, 
%spin parameters, intial orientation, and number of days. 
 
%inputs 
% w_0     [wx     , wy    , wz]             -Rotation about SC x,y,z axes. 
%                                           {degrees per second} 
% angle_0 [angle_x    , angle_y , angle_z ] -Initial Rotation from 
%                                           orbital  X Y Z axes to SC x 
%                                           y and z axes. 
%                                           {degrees} 
% num_days                                  -Number of days sim is to be run 
%                                           for. 
% m_tip                                     -Tip mass of gravity gradient 
%                                           boom. 
%                                           {kg } 
% l_boom                                    -Length of gravity gradient 
%                                           boom. Measured from end of positive 
%                                           z-face to COM of the tip mass. 
%                                           {meters} 
% w_wheel                                   -spin rate of included momentum 
%                                           {wheel in RPM} 
 
%input angles and rates are given in degrees, so must be converted. 
w_0 = deg2rad(w_0); 
angle_0 = deg2rad(angle_0); 
 
% %define height of the orbit 
h = 400; %km 
 
% %get orbital period 
r = (6378 + h)*10^3; %radius from Center of Earth to SC orbit. 
T = 2*pi*sqrt(r^3/.3986004418*10^15);  %uses universal gravitational cons. 
 
%calculate sc rotation about the orbital axes - different since a satellite 
%with fixed attitude will actually appear to rotate w.r.t. orbital axes as 
%defined. 
w_orbital = [   0 ;... 
                pi/(T*180);... 
                0]; 
 
%need to convert this to rotation about SC axes, since that is what wx, wy, 
%and wz 
%define angles first 
angle_x = angle_0(1); 
angle_y = angle_0(2); 










%define rotation matrix to rotate vectors from orbital to sc axes 
%orientation of body wrt orbital 
O_R_B = [ cos(angle_z)*cos(angle_y) ,  cos(angle_z)*sin(angle_y)*sin(angle_x)- 
sin(angle_z)*cos(angle_x) ,    cos(angle_z)*sin(angle_y)*cos(angle_x) + 
sin(angle_z)*sin(angle_x) ;... 
        sin(angle_z)*cos(angle_y),  sin(angle_z)*sin(angle_y)*sin(angle_x) + 
cos(angle_z)*cos(angle_x), sin(angle_z)*sin(angle_y)*cos(angle_x) - 
cos(angle_z)*sin(angle_x) ;... 
        -sin(angle_y) ,        cos(angle_y)*sin(angle_x) , cos(angle_y)*cos(angle_x) ]; 
 
% rotate w_orbital to get w_orbital_sc_frame 
w_orbital_sc_frame = O_R_B*w_orbital; 
%add these amounts to initial w_0 values 
w_0 = w_0 + w_orbital_sc_frame; 
 
%set inertia constants 
m_sat_body = 2; 
sat_dimensions = [.1 .1 .3]; 
 
%assume tip is cylindrical for now... 
r_tip = .0564; 
h_tip = .005; 
 
%linear density of boom material - how many kg / meter 
boom_density = .005; 
 




%conditional in case of identical Ixx and Iyy. Want the Ixx to be greater 
%than the Iyy. This is more realistic than assuming an identical ixx and 
%iyy 
if inertia(1) == inertia(2) 
    inertia(2) = inertia(2) - .001*inertia(2); 
end 
 
% diff = inertia(1) - inertia(3) 
 
% calc the angular momentum added by the momentum wheel 
%wheel dimensions 
r_wheel = .035; %m 
% h_wheel = .02; %m 
h_wheel = .007; %m 
 
% rho_wheel = 2.7*10^3; %kg / m^3 
% for 6061 aluminum 
% http://asm.matweb.com/search/SpecificMaterial.asp?bassnum=MA6061t6 
rho_wheel = 8*10^3; %kg / m^3 steel 
%get mass of wheel 








%moment of inertia of the wheel about z-axis 
I_wheel = .5*m_wheel*r_wheel^2; 
 
%wheel spin rate 
% w_wheel = 500; %RPM 
%convert to Rad/sec 
w_wheel = w_wheel*2*pi/60; %rad/sec 
 
%calc the ang. momentum 
H_wheel = w_wheel*I_wheel %kg m^2 /sec 
 
%convert days to seconds 
t_final = num_days*60*60*24; 
 
%ode solver function call 
%specify error tolerances 
% options = odeset('RelTol',1e-5,'AbsTol',1e-8); 
[t,y]=ode45(@orbital_sim_momentum_wheel_x_axis,[0 t_final], ... 
        [w_0(1), w_0(2), w_0(3), angle_0(1), angle_0(2), angle_0(3), ... 
        inertia(1) , inertia(2) , inertia(3), H_wheel, h]'); 
 
%convert to deg. 
out(:,1:3) = rad2deg(y(:,1:3)); 
 
% Get the direction cosine matrix for each set of angles 
angles = y(:,4:6); 
numPoints = length(t); 
dcm = zeros(3,3,numPoints); 
for i =1:numPoints 
    dcm(:,:,i) = rotate2SC(angles(i,:)); 
end 
 
%now, compute the Euler angles for each phi, theta, and psi: 
[yaw , pitch , roll ] = dcm2angle(dcm); 
%put in out variable and convert to degrees. 
out(:,4) = rad2deg(roll); 
out(:,5) = rad2deg(pitch); 
out(:,6) = rad2deg(yaw); 
 
%generate plots, get RMS values for output data 
 
%define name index 
names = {'w_x','w_y','w_z','roll','pitch','yaw'}; 
 
%get last 10% of copmuted data - assume this is steady state 
num_data_pts = length(t); 
last_10 = round(num_data_pts*.9); 
% scale t so that it's in days. 









for i = 1:6 
    figure 
    %do the plotting; 
 
    plot(t_days,out(:,i)) 
%      plot(t_days,out(:,i),'d') 
    %get the rms 
    val = rms(out(last_10:num_data_pts,i)); 
    fprintf([names{i} ': ' num2str(val) '\n']) 
 
    %label graph title and axes 
    title([names{i} ', m tip =' num2str(m_tip), ... 
                    ', l boom = ' num2str(l_boom) ... 
                    ', Wheel RPM = ' num2str(w_wheel*60/(2*pi)) ]) 
    xlabel('Time [days]') 
    if ismember(i,1:3) 
        ylabel('Degrees/second') 
    else 
        ylabel('Degrees') 





function mat = rotate2SC(angles) 
%perform rotation on 'angles' to get it into SC frame. 
 
mat = [ cos(angles(3))*cos(angles(2)) ,  ... 
    cos(angles(3))*sin(angles(2))*sin(angles(1))- sin(angles(3))*cos(angles(1)) , ... 
    cos(angles(3))*sin(angles(2))*cos(angles(1)) + sin(angles(3))*sin(angles(1)) ;... 
        sin(angles(3))*cos(angles(2)),   ... 
    sin(angles(3))*sin(angles(2))*sin(angles(1)) + cos(angles(3))*cos(angles(1)), ... 
    sin(angles(3))*sin(angles(2))*cos(angles(1)) - cos(angles(3))*sin(angles(1)) ;... 
        -sin(angles(2)) , cos(angles(2))*sin(angles(1)) , ... 












function [y] = orbital_sim_v3(t,x) 
% This function defines the differential equations that govern the attitude 
% of a spacecraft, as well as the change in Euler angles w.r.t. time. 
% 
%several constants are specified in the IC of the 
% state variables are defined as the following: 
% input             variable 
% x(1)              wx              x component of angular velocity in SC 
%                                   frame 
% x(2)              wy              y component of angular velocity in SC 
%                                   frame 
% x(3)              wz              z component of angular velocity in SC 
%                                   frame 
% x(4)              angle_x         instantaneous rotation angle about the x axis 
%                                   from orbital frame to SC frame 
% x(5)              angle_y         instantaneous rotation angle about the y axis 
%                                   from orbital frame to SC frame 
% x(6)              angle_z         instantaneous rotation angle about the z axis 
%                                   from orbital frame to SC frame 
% 
% NOTE: the angles defined above describe the spacecraft's attitude in space 
% in relation to a set of fixed orbital axes X Y Z. The rotation sequence is 
% as follows: 
% 1         Rotation about X        angle_x 
% 2         Rotation about Y        angle_y 
% 3         Rotation about Z        angle_z 
% 
%moments of inertia about principle axes. 
% x(7)              Ixx 
% x(8)              Iyy 
% x(9)              Izz 
% 
%height of orbit from earth's surface 
% x(10)             h [km] 
% 
% AUTHOR: Matthew Condino 
% DATE CREATED: 11/2/2016 
% 
% EDITED BY: Grant Mishler 
% EDIT DATE: 10/27/2017 
% NOTES: Eliminated unneccesary code, altered to accomodate 6U Bus 
% 
 
%define Ixx, Iyy, and Izz 
Ixx = x(7); 
Iyy = x(8); 
Izz = x(9); 
 
%define orbital height 








%define standard gravitational constant and  length between satellite and center of 
earth. 
mu = .3986004418*10^15; % m^3/2^2 
r = (6378 + h)*10^3; % m 
 
%define convenience variable. 
con = 3*mu/(2*r^3); 
 
%temporary variables for convenience/readability 
% wx = x(1) ; 
% wy = x(2); 
% wz = x(3); 
% angle_x = x(4); 
% angle_y = x(5); 
% angle_z = x(6); 
 
%damping coefficients 
c1 = 0; 
c2 = 0; 
c3 = 0; 
 
%derivatives of w terms (with damping). Variables in a human readable form 
y(1) = ( con*(Izz - Iyy)*(cos(x(5)))^2*sin(x(4))*cos(x(4)) + c1*x(1) + (Iyy - 
Izz)*x(2)*x(3) ) / Ixx; %wx 
y(2) = ( con*(Izz - Ixx)*sin(x(5))*cos(x(5))*cos(x(4)) + c2*x(2) + (Izz - Ixx)*x(3)*x(1) 
) / Iyy;  %wy 
y(3) = ( con*(Ixx - Iyy)*sin(x(5))*cos(x(5))*sin(x(4)) + c3*x(3) + (Ixx - Iyy)*x(1)*x(2) 
)  / Izz;  %wz 
 
 
%derivatives of angle variables 
y(4) = -x(3)*sin(x(5)) + x(1)*cos(x(6))*cos(x(5)) + x(2)*cos(x(5))*sin(x(6)); 
%d/dt(angle_x) 
y(5) = -x(1)*(cos(x(4))*sin(x(6)) - cos(x(6))*sin(x(4))*sin(x(5))) + 
x(2)*(cos(x(4))*cos(x(6)) + sin(x(4))*sin(x(6))*sin(x(5))) + x(3)*cos(x(5))*sin(x(4));   
%d/dt(angle_y) 
y(6) = x(1)*(sin(x(4))*sin(x(6)) + cos(x(4))*cos(x(6))*sin(x(5))) - 
x(2)*(cos(x(6))*sin(x(4)) - cos(x(4))*sin(x(6))*sin(x(5))) + x(3)*cos(x(4))*cos(x(5));   
%d/dt(angle_z) 
 
%keep inertia the same 
y(7) = 0; 
y(8) = 0; 
y(9) = 0; 
 
%keep height the same 
y(10) = 0; 
 
%make a column vector for output 








Appendix J: Power Budget 
 
The Power Budget developed for the 6U CubeSat is based on the document created for the 
SCUCube. Values for their various avionics were sourced from that document and their Thesis 
[11]. For this mission, however, the structure was altered slightly. The Power Budget is broken up 
into the following sections: Power Modes and Mission Phases. Another portion of the Power 
Analysis, Power Generation and Storage, is discussed in Section 4.4 and Appendix I.2. 
 
Power Modes 
In Tables J-1 through J-4, the columns list each component requiring power per subsystem. These 
components all require various currents and voltages based on their State and Duty Cycle in each 
Power Mode. Power Modes consist of the following: Standby, Data Downlink, Payload Downlink, 
Flipping, Eclipse-Phase, Active Pointing, Boom Deployment, and Solar Deployment.  
 
Mission Phases 
Tables J-5 and J-6 break the satellite operation into the Mission Phases: Battery Charging, Boom 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix K: Experimental Data 
 
K.1 Nichrome Wire Release Mechanism Testing Procedures and Data 
 
Release Mechanism Testing Procedure 
Test Summary 
In order to verify the functionality of the release mechanism, the system will be set up and deployed on 
the testing apparatus in a vacuum chamber, in order to simulate the mechanism’s behavior in space. The 
goal of this testing is to verify that the release mechanism successfully breaks the monofilament wire 
upon activation and releases the system it is being used to constrain. 
 
Equipment 
● Release Mechanism 
● Timer 
● Testing Apparatus 
● DC Power Supply 
● Vacuum Chamber 




1. Run monofilament wire through release mechanism and testing apparatus and tension the wire 
2. Turn on the DC Power Supply and ensure that the output is set to 5 V and no current limits. 
3. Turn off the Power Supply 
4. Connect the Positive and Ground leads from the release mechanism to the DC Power Supply 
5. Place the testing apparatus within the Vacuum Chamber 
6. Place the lid on the chamber 
7. Ensure that the black silencer is on the release valve and the gauge is showing zero pressure 
8. Close both the blue and red valve 
9. Connect the black hose from the vacuum pump to the vacuum chamber 
10. Ensure that the Vacuum Pump has sufficient oil 
11. Remove the exhaust cap from the pump 
12. Turn on the vacuum pump, then open the red valve until the gauge reads -30 in hg 
13. Close red valve 
14. Turn off the vacuum pump 
15. Activate the release mechanism by turning on the power supply 
16. Time how long the mechanism takes to break the monofilament wire 
17. Turn off the power supply once the wire is broken 
18. Open the blue valve to release the vacuum 
19. Remove the testing apparatus from the chamber 




● 100% Reliability upon Activation 
● Release in < 30 seconds 
Qualitative 







Table K.1-1. Release Mechanism testing results. 




1 Y 10.72 -25  
2 Y 11.88 -25  
3 Y 12.78 -25  
4 Y 13.40 -25  
5 Y 12.69 -25 Begin of visible build-up of wire residue on coil 
6 Y 10.36 -25 Timekeeping error, delayed start, outlier 
7 Y 14.45 -25  
8 Y 14.22 -25  
9 Y 15.10 -25  
10 Y 14.41 -25  
11 Y 15.07 -30  
12 Y 14.90 -30  
13 Y 15.18 -30  
14 Y 15.53 -30  
15 Y 15.80 -30 Re-coiled nichrome wire to remove debris 
16 Y 14.96 -30  
17 Y 15.60 -30 Control, did not tension wire 
18 Y 18.17 -30 Control, did not tension wire 
19 Y 17.45 -30 Control, reduced coil size to half 









K.2 Solar Panel Array Testing Procedures and Data 
 
Panel Deployment Testing Procedure 
Test Summary 
This test will strive to quantify the reliability, accuracy, and behavior of the side solar panel array 
deployment as a function of the location of the tension cables connecting its panels. To better 
model the effects of low-gravity on deployment, the assembly will be placed sideways such that 
the array extends horizontally. This will ensure that gravity neither helps or encumbers the 
opening motion of the panels.  
 
Equipment 
● Solar Panel Array + Bus Structure 
● Slow Motion Camera 
● Protractor 
● Monofilament Fishing Line 




1. Attach the tension cables to the desired position.  
2. Place the satellite bus and side panel array on the end of a table such that the array extends 
outwards horizontally. 
3. Wrap the fishing line around the structure to mimic its placement on-launch, or press fingers at 
the points on the assembly at which the line would attach.  
4. Lift the fingers or release the fishing line such that the panels deploy. Employ someone to record 
the deployment in slow motion. 
5. Measure the angle to which the hinges release. All hinges should ideally open to exactly 180 
degrees. Positive overextension is defined as hinge extension beyond 180 degrees in the direction 
the spring naturally travels.  
6. Observe the recorded footage. Document the sequence at which the panels deploy. 
7. Record notes from test and from footage: 
a. Deployment Success or Failure 
b. Maximum hinge angle error 
c. Qualified Extent of Visible Bus Panel Bowing 
d. Visible Bus Vibration 
e. Largest Hinge Hyperextension Angle Observed 
8. Repeat steps 2-7 until 20-50 deployment tests have been conducted.  
 
Ideal Results 
● 100% Deployment Reliability defined as: 
■ Successful deployment of all panels after release of fishing line 
■ Less than 5 degrees error of hinge opening angles 
● Low Shock and Force Imparted to System measured by: 
○ No visible bowing of panels 
○ No vibrations visible on slow-motion footage  
● Minimal overextension of hinge opening angle 








Table K.2-1. Results of 20 panel deployment tests.  
Panel Deployment Test Matrix 
Deployment 
Worst Opening Angle 
[°] 
Accumulated Opening Angle 
[°] 
1 6 6 
2 6 7 
3 6 6 
4 5 7 
5 4 6 
6 5 7 
7 4 7 
8 4 8 
9 5 7 
10 4 8 
11 3 8 
12 3 8 
13 3 7 
14 4 8 
15 3 8 
16 4 10 
17 5 9 
18 4 8 
19 4 9 








K.3 Gravity-Gradient Boom Testing Procedures and Data 
 
Gravity-Gradient Boom Testing Procedure 
 
Test Summary 
In order to verify the functionality of the gravity gradient boom, a vertical deployment test will 
be conducted. This setup is meant to mitigate the effects of gravity on the deployment of the 
boom, ensuring that the only forces acting against deployment are friction and air resistance. An 




● Gravity-Gradient Deployer 
● Timer 
● Allen Wrench (For #8 Socket Head Cap Screw: 9/64”) 
 
Procedure 
1. Remove the End Mass from the double-tape boom 
2. Wind up the boom onto the spool using the Allen wrench and constrain boom 
3. Place the deployer on table and orient the deployer such that the boom extends upwards. 
4. Release the constraints on the boom, allowing it to deploy 
a. Time how long the boom takes to go from constrained to fully deployed 
b. Record qualitative observances regarding deployment 
5. Repeat steps 2-6 for a total of 10 deployments 
6. Check the deployment system for any misalignments, removed tape, or other signs of 
wear and correct as needed 
7. Repeat steps 2-7 for a total of 5 sets of tests, making sure to correct misalignments 




● 100% First-Deployment Reliability 
● 95%+ Overall Reliability 
● Zero Stalls During Deployment 
Qualitative 
● Fast Deployment Time 
● Low Shock Imparted to System 










Table K.2-2. Results of 52 gravity-gradient boom deployment tests.  





1 Y 3.66  
2 N  
Improper stowing procedure, 
predicted failure 
3 Y 4.19  
4 Y 3.43  
5 Y 2.88  
6 Y 10.83 
Biased to left wall, slow-down 
of roughly 8 s 
7 Y 3.04  
8 Y 5.93 
Two brief slow-down periods of 
1 s each 
9 Y 4.36  
10 Y 6.06 
One slow-down period of 
roughly 2.5 s 
11 Y 4.06  
12 Y 2.75  
13 Y 4.13  
14 Y 3.18  














16 N  
Improper stowing procedure, 
predicted failure 
17 Y 3.28  
18 Y 4.22  
19 Y 3.46  
20 Y 3.56  
21 Y 4.70 
 
 
22 Y 4.43 
 
 
23 Y 2.85 
 
 
24 Y 4.08 
 
 
25 Y 4.62 
 
 
26 Y 2.52 
 
 
27 Y 3.82 
 
 
28 Y 3.38 
 
 
29 Y 3.05 
 
 
















31 Y 3.08  
32 Y 1.99 
Late timer start, successful deployment 
but time is outlier 
33 Y 5.25 
2 Slow-Down periods of roughly 1 s 
each 
34 Y 2.26  
35 Y 4.26  
36 Y 3.72  
37 Y 2.23  
38 Y 3.08  
39 Y 3.29  
40 Y 2.90  
41 Y 3.08 
 
 
42 Y 2.45 
 
 
43 Y 3.96 
 
 
44 Y 3.86 
 
 


















46 Y 4.46 
 
 
47 Y 2.83 
 
 
48 Y 4.73 
 
 
49 Y 4.35 
 
 
50 Y 3.89 
 
 
51 Y 3.30 
Additional test to account for predicated 
failure tests 
52 Y 2.50 










K.4 Turning Mechanism Testing Procedures and Data 
 
Turning Mechanism Testing Procedure 
 
Test Summary 
In order to verify the functionality of the Turning Mechanism, a series of tests will be conducted 
in which the mechanism is restrained then released, effectively stress cycling the springs and 
other components of the mechanism to ensure that the system deploys 100% of the time and is 
able to withstand periods of constant stress. 
 
Equipment 
● Boom Deployer 
● Turning Mechanism 




1. Straining the springs, pull the turning mechanism into its stabilization state, and restrain 
the mechanism using the fishing line. 
2. Ensure that contact between the turning mechanism and the boom deployer sideplates is 
created and maintained by the fishing line. 
3. Cut the fishing line using the scissors, and allow the turning mechanism to rotate to its 
active pointing state 
4. Verify that in the active pointing state, the turning mechanism is seated against the boom 
deployer sideplates 




● 100% First-Deployment Reliability 
● 95%+ Overall Reliability 
Qualitative 
● Fast Deployment Time 
● Low Shock Imparted to System 
 
Turning Mechanism Test Results 
Because the turning mechanism test was straightforward, the only data gathered during the testing 
procedure was the success or failure of the mechanism’s contacting in both the restrained and 
deployed state, as well as qualitative observations. The turning mechanism was tested a total of 40 
times, and succeeded every time in deploying, as well as having sufficient contact with the boom 






Appendix L: Fixtures 
 
Bus Structure: 
Support plate for 1/16" AL Sheets 
 
Figure L-1. Plate fixture for 1/16” AL sheet metal for panels. 
  
The plate in Figure L-1 was used to secure the sheet metal pieces used for the bus structure panels 
and deployable solar array panels. To accomplish this, the fixture was first clamped in the vise. 
On either side of the vise, adjustable supports were placed between the table and the plate. Each 








ED/AED Support Block 
 
Figure L-2. ED/AED support block fixture. 
 
The support block shown in Figure L-2 was used to hold the ED and AED (1004 & 1005) above 
the vise jaws. The raw material was bolted to the block using ¼-20 screws. The block was clamped 







16" Soft Jaws for 6" Vise 
 
Figure L-3. 16” soft jaws for long bus structure components. 
 
The jaws shown in Figure L-3 aided the machining of L-brackets and bus structure tabs (1006, 
1009, & 1010). These jaws replace the standard removable 6” jaws. Cuts have been made into the 
16” jaws in order to better allow the components to be clamped. An additional rectangular rod was 







Solar Panel Arrays: 
 
Solar Array Hinge Fixture 
 
Figure L-4. Hinge block fixture. 
 
The fixture shown in Figure L-4 was used to drill holes for binding barrels in the spring hinges 
purchased from McMaster-Carr. Each hinge is clamped between both blocks of the fixture such 
that the knuckle of the hinge rests inside the channel. The hinge is biased in the fixture by 
tightening screws on either side of the fixture. The fixture is then clamped to a table. Using a 
cordless drill, holes are drilled into the hinges with the help of drill bushings pressed into the top 
of the fixture. The machined hinge can then be removed. 
 
Support plate for tensioner block 
The support plate was used to support the raw material from which the tensioner block (2102) was 
fabricated. The raw material was bolted to the plate using M3 screws. The support plate was 
clamped in the vise with parallels such that the raw material was above the vise. Multiple tensioner 







Attitude Control System: 
 
6" Soft Jaw for 6" Vise 
 
Figure L-5. 6” Soft jaws used for ACS side plates. 
 
The soft jaws displayed in Figure L-5 were used to machine the ACS Sideplates (3001 & 3001M) 
on the mill. These jaws replace the standard 6” vise jaws, which are swapped using bolts. A cutout 
was machined into the jaws to accommodate the side-plate raw material. The side plates are held 
in the jaws during manufacturing.  
 
Casing Base Custom Parallel  
A custom parallel, a squared block of aluminum, was needed to support the Casing Base (3101) 
during milling. The parallel supports the entire bottom face of the part. This provision prevents the 









Figure L-6. Soft collet used for reaction wheel. 
 
The soft collet shown in Figure L-6 was used to manufacture the reaction wheel (3104). The collet 
held the raw material while the wheel was faced and its center hole was drilled. 
 
Endmass Support Block 
 
Figure L-7. Endmass support block fixture. 
 
The support block shown in Figure L-7 was used to hold the endmass raw material above the vise. 
This block was clamped on top of parallels in the vise. The raw material was bolted to the block 
using four ¼-20 screws. The entire profile of the endmass could be machined with one setup by 







Appendix M: Complete Before Flight Instructions 
Below is an itemized list of the work required to bring the 6U CubeSat to flight readiness, as 
detailed in Chapter 7. The 6U CubeSat team advises that any future teams thoroughly evaluate the 
satellite in its current state and identify any additional requirements not included in these 
instructions that must be addressed.  
 
 Bus Structure 
o The load points on the bus structure must be altered to meet the NRDD 
requirements. 
o The load points and tabs used for the bus structure must be anodized as per the 
specifications of the NRDD.  
o Mounting provisions must be added to the bus structure to allow for the integration 
of avionics, payload, and power systems. These provisions include wiring paths. 
 Deployable Solar Arrays 
o The shock response of the system due to array deployment must be quantified 
through testing.  
o The spring hinges and tension cables must be upgraded, either by finding a more 
reliable supplier or by manufacturing these components in-house. 
o The route of the fishing line that stows the deploying solar arrays must be finalized. 
The location of the release mechanism within the bus controlling array deployment 
must also be confirmed. 
 Attitude Control System 
o A new part should be made that connects the fishing line used to restrain the boom 
from the shaft to the release mechanism. 
 This addition will better ensure that the boom does not partially uncoil while 
stowed. 
o The springs used for the turning mechanism should be replaced with springs from 
a manufacturer that allows for stricter tolerances. 
o The stability calculations for the ACS must be updated with results from the 
completed reaction wheel capstone project. 
o Circuitry and other hardware must be integrated into the ACS. 
 NanoRacks Requirements 
o All necessary remove-before-flight (RBF) and apply-before-flight (ABF) features 
must be addressed.  
o External switches that inhibit electrical power to electronics must be placed. 
o Once the CubeSat is flight ready, a contract with NanoRacks should be signed. 
Supervised verification tests should be prepared for as necessary. 
 This testing includes a fit check, a systems level vibration test, and 















This satellite contains two mechanisms with actuating mechanical components, which are both 
powered with stored mechanical energy. The first is the Gravity-Gradient Boom, which consists 
of a flat material, tightly wound akin to a tape measure, connected to an endmass. This creates a 
significant amount of internally stored energy in the material. Accidental deployment of the 
mechanism presents a safety hazard as the endmass would act as a projectile. The following 
procedures and guidelines will be enacted while any person is working directly on the boom, or 
any other portion of the satellite while the boom is primed: 
1. The design of the boom will include a “remove before flight” mechanism that deliberately 
prevents deployment of the boom. This acts as a failsafe and will always be enabled up 
until a deployment test is ready to be conducted. 
2. Before priming, a member of the team will check that the satellite bus is securely held such 
that it does not shift position, the deployment mechanism is securely fastened to the boom, 
and the endmass is securely fastened to the actuating end of the boom. 
3. The primed boom will never be pointed at a person, important hardware, or anything that 
can undergo significant damage.  
4. The boom will never be left unattended if it is ready for deployment.  
5. The team will create a procedure to de-prime the boom in the event that a deployment test 
is cancelled. The boom will never be unnecessarily deployed. 
The second actuating mechanism is the Deployable Solar Array. The current design involves the 
use of several hinged panels that are spring-loaded. Accidental deployment of can cause harm to 
individuals and hardware, since the end of the panels can impart a force. Additionally, this design 
can create several pinch points that can catch fingers, hair, loose clothing, and other accessories. 
The following procedures and guidelines will be enacted while any person is working directly on 
the solar array, or any other portion of the satellite while the solar array is primed: 
1. The design of the solar array will include a “remove before flight” mechanism that prevents 
deployment of the solar array. This acts as a failsafe, and will always be enabled up until a 
deployment test is ready to be conducted. 
2. Before priming, a member of the team will check that the satellite bus is securely held such 
that it does not shift position and the deployment mechanism is securely fastened to the 
arrays. 
3. The primed arrays will never be pointed at a person, important hardware, or anything that 
could be damaged during deployment.  
4. The arrays will never be left unattended if they are ready for deployment.  
5. The team will create a procedure to de-prime the arrays in the event that a deployment test 







6. During any interaction with these panels, care will be taken to reduce the risk of pinch 
points by ensuring that no loose clothing or accessories are worn and that any long hair is 
tied back and up. 
 
High Pressure Vessels 
The team is currently debating the need for a pressurized vessel within the satellite. At this time, 
it is not anticipated that any such device will be incorporated. If the design changes, a thorough 
investigation of the implications of such a device and necessary precautions will be conducted. 
 
Cryogenic Fluids 
There are no components of the satellite or any processes requiring the use of cryogenic fluids, so 
this will not be a concern. 
 
High Temperature Fluids 
No components of the satellite will contain high temperature fluids, or require them for 
manufacturing or assembly, so this will not be a concern. 
 
Electrical Parts and Assemblies 
The power supply system on the satellite will consist of a solar panel array and at least one lithium-
ion battery. The reaction wheel supplied for this project will also require power in order to function, 
and the deployment mechanisms for both the gravity-gradient boom and the solar arrays will 
require a current to flow through them. Because of this, our team must properly handle these 
electronic systems and ensure that no harm comes to the equipment or any person working on or 
near them. The procedures and guidelines below will be followed at all times while working with 
the previously listed electronic equipment. 
 
1. The power system, i.e. the battery and solar panel, will never be operated on while it is on 
a metal table. The risks of shorting the circuit or shocking a person near the system are too 
great. 
2. When integrating the electronics of the reaction wheel, such as the circuitry for the 
controller, work will be done only at designated workstations outfitted with grounding 
wrist straps. This will prevent any unwanted static charge from building up and causing 
harm to the electronics. 
3. When testing any piece of electronic equipment, the device will only be tested using an 
appropriate voltage level so as not to damage it. 
 
Harmful and Noxious Chemicals 
The lithium-ion batteries used to store electrical energy for the satellite are the only components 
which utilize harmful chemicals. They require specific procedures for charging, discharging, and 







these types of batteries safely. Though the document was written for lithium polymer batteries, the 
same precautions apply. These policies will be followed to ensure the safe handling, storage, and 
disposal of these batteries. 
 
N.2 Manufacturing 
Prior to the manufacture of any component, the team will review the CAD model and drawings 
for that component. Manufacturing an unnecessary component creates needless risk, and proper 
steps will be taken to avoid this from occurring. Additionally, the team will also seek 
manufacturing input from a relevant supervisor before conducting any work. 
 
A significant portion of this project will be manufactured in the Machine Shop on campus. As 
such, the members of this team need to be aware of the risks associated with the tools and space 
provided. All members will be trained in proper use of the machine shop by the end of fall quarter 
and will be knowledgeable of the safety procedures and precautions as decreed by machine shop 
instructor Don MacCubbin. 
 
Secondary manufacturing will occur in the Maker Lab located in Guadalupe Hall. All members 
need to be aware of the risks associated with the tools and space provided. At this point, every 
member of the team has completed the basic training, 3D printer training, and laser cutting training. 
Additionally, a portion of the team has also completed the power tools training for the Maker Lab. 
The team will make sure that all members receive the full extent of possible training and are 
knowledgeably of the safety procedures and precautions currently in place in the Maker Lab when 
working within the space. 
 
To ensure that proper manufacturing precautions are always in place, the team will avoid 
manufacturing outside of these two spaces. 
 
N.3 Assembly 
Assembly of the satellite components can create several risks. Since most of the components are 
expected to be made of metals, several sharp edges that can cause bodily harm will be created. 
Caution will be taken to break these edges. Additionally, several pinch points that cannot be 
anticipated in the design of the satellite will present themselves in the assembly process. The team 
will be attentive during the assembly process to avoid of such hazards when assembling the 
satellite components. 
 
Additionally, multiple stored energy devices are components of the satellite that can pose risks 
during assembly. To eliminate the dangers present when working with these devices, assembly 








N.4 Testing & Operation 
The team anticipates performing three different tests prior to the completion of this project: a fit 
check with the CubeSat dispenser, a vibration table test, and a pseudo-zero gravity test. The fit 
check and vibration table tests will be conducted using apparatuses controlled by third parties. As 
such, the team will be sure to follow the safety procedures and precautions that they have enacted. 
As the testing date draws nearer and specific details of the tests are solidified, this document will 
be appended to include the safety procedures and precautions given. 
 
The pseudo-zero gravity test consists of suspending the satellite in the air using a highly flexible 
material, such as a fishing line. This presents dangers, as the satellite can be knocked around very 
easily. If the satellite were to fall, anything underneath it could be harmed. Additionally, parts of 
the satellite can fracture and be sent flying upon impact with the ground due to a fall. 
 
To prevent the satellite from an accidental fall, the team will design a robust apparatus prior to 
testing. Should no such apparatus be designed prior to the testing time, the test will be cancelled 
as any hastily constructed apparatus or makeshift structure will be rejected for use as a testing 
fixture. Once a testing apparatus has been assembled and thoroughly evaluated, the team will enact 
procedures to facilitate safe operation. 
 
Additional precautions will be taken to prevent accidental harm to people or important hardware. 
Safety glasses will be worn at all times when operating a testing apparatus. A safe zone of 5 foot 
radius will be enforced during testing. Prior to placing the satellite in the apparatus, a thorough 
systems check will be performed to ensure that the satellite is in the appropriate condition to 
perform the test. 
 
N.5 Display 
While there should be little risk of harm caused in the display of the satellite, the team will still 
enact protocols to ensure that is the case. The team will avoid deploying any actuating mechanisms 
for demonstration purposes and will ensure that “remove before flight” mechanisms are always 
enabled during display. Prior to display, members of the team will check for any sharp edges or 
pinch points that are present. Finally, the team will always supervise the satellite for the duration 
of the display and instruct any viewers on proper procedures to keep themselves safe from harm. 
A more likely outcome from improper display methods is damage to the satellite, and as such the 
team must take precautions to prevent this from occurring. As part of this, it will be ensured that 
the satellite will always be placed in a stable position on an immobile surface. 
 
N.6 Storage 
The concern for the storage of the satellite revolves around the use of a lithium-ion battery. As 
referenced in the Harmful and Noxious Chemicals subsection in Section 1.1 of this document, the 







These policies are applicable to the lithium-ion battery as well and, as such, these policies will be 
followed to ensure the safety of all those involved. 
 
N.7 Disposal 
Currently our team does not believe that we will be disposing our CubeSat once we have completed 
it, but in case we do or need to dispose of other aluminum prototypes, it is important that we take 
into consideration how to dispose of it properly. Currently the team plans to use aluminum from 
the 6XXX series for the material of the bus, which are typical metals used for aircraft and 
spacecraft. Traditionally, the difficulty of disposing of these metals lies in determining the amounts 
and types of metals combined with the aluminum to create the specific alloy, identifying useful 
byproducts for the recycled or melted down metal, and determining how to break down the 
components. As we design and eventually build our bus structure, we will be sure to examine the 
specific 6XXX alloy selected and its other uses. We will also ensure that the bus structure will be 
able easily disassemblable so that if any parts need to be recycled, they can be easily shredded, 
sorted, or melted.        
 
Additionally, the handling of the battery disposal is a concern. The battery must be disposed if any 
of the following conditions occur: 
● at least one of the cells is below 3.0 volts 
● the battery is bloated 
● the battery has physical damage 
Specifics for these conditions and instructions on how to properly dispose of unsuitable batteries 








I have discussed this safety review with the team and approve of its contents. 
 
_________________________             __________________________      _____________ 
Name        Signature      Date 
_________________________             __________________________      _____________ 
Name        Signature      Date 
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Our 6U CubeSat platform provides a solid basis upon which many different satellite mission can 
be designed and carried out, making it a viable product for commercialization. By integrating the 
avionics systems of the SCUCube team, we can provide a complete satellite package to customers 
that houses their payload and sends their missions without requiring the infrastructure and funding 
to develop their own CubeSat design. By running missions operations and working with customers 
to integrate their payload into our bus, we will offer a space mission service for customers to launch 
their experiments and payloads, simultaneously allowing students to gain first-hand knowledge of 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
After our 6U CubeSat platform completes its disaster-relief communications mission, we can 
repurpose the existing satellite design to offer an inexpensive, mission-tested platform for other 
space missions. Our 6U CubeSat platform provides a solid basis upon which a satellite mission 
can be designed and carried out. By integrating the avionics systems of the SCUCube team, we 
can provide a complete satellite package to customers that houses their payload and sends their 
missions without requiring the infrastructure and funding to develop their own CubeSat design. 
Because current small satellites are extremely expensive, we can offer an attractive, inexpensive 
alternative. Simultaneously, by running missions operations and working with customers to 
integrate their payload into our bus, our platform allows students to gain first-hand engineering 
experience. 
 
1.2 Goals and Company Objectives 
The purpose of developing our CubeSat Platform into the basis for a space mission service is to 
provide a complete satellite platform to universities and other companies interested in entering the 
CubeSat industry. We will provide a low-cost, off-the-shelf solution to implementing a space 
mission for those who would otherwise be unable to pursue such missions due to lack of 
infrastructure, resources, or funding. By providing this service, we hope to lower the barriers to 
the aerospace industry and encourage continuous innovation in developing space-based solutions 
to everyday problems. 
 
1.3 Product and Technology Description 
We will be providing a 6U CubeSat bus capable of housing, powering, and transmitting data for a 
general mission payload. This bus consists of the mechanical subsystems developed this year as 
well as avionics from the SCUCube mission. In total, we will provide a Bus structure, Attitude 
Control System, Electronic Power System, Command and Data Handling, and Communications 
System for the satellite, as well as standardized connections for data and power so that any payload 
can be designed to easily integrate into the satellite. We believe that we will be able to offer support 
for complex payloads and potentially multiple payloads per satellite, as the available resources for 
payloads, listed in Table 1.3-1, are able to accommodate extremely substantial systems. 
 
Table 1.3-1. Mass, volume, and power available for use by the payload of our 6U CubeSat 
platform. 
Mass 5 kg 
Volume 3000 cm3 








Chapter 2: Market Research 
 
2.1 Potential Markets 
CubeSats expand the opportunities for space missions to universities and startups thanks to the 
great decrease in overall cost and necessary investment associated with traditional spacecraft. As 
can be seen in Figure 6.3-1, commercial endeavors and universities contribute the most to the 
number of CubeSat missions on orbit [1]. Note that the huge contribution of commercial CubeSats 
comes largely from two organizations, Planet and Spire, who combined have over 300 CubeSats 
on-orbit. In the past five years, roughly 700 CubeSat missions have been successfully launched 
and operated. Figure 6.3-1 suggests that this number will continue to increase as the standard is 
more widely adopted.  
 
Figure 2.1-1. Number of CubeSat launches per year by type of mission from 2000 to present [1]. 
 
More than 50% of CubeSat missions are from universities and commercial companies who have 
only implemented and flown a single mission. When only developing a single mission, the 
infrastructure and resources needed to design and manufacture CubeSats while minimizing their 
cost is near-impossible. By offering this infrastructure and manufacturing service to these potential 
customers, we can easily compete with the costs of developing a brand new satellite.  
 
2.2 Competition 
Companies offering services that provide satellite packages for 3U or 6U platforms were 
researched such that the market for our 6U CubeSat bus could be evaluated. Though the 3U 
CubeSat has remained the preferred size for missions within the last decade, the 6U size has gained 
popularity in recent years. In Table 2.2-1, several comparative 6U CubeSat platforms or 
components are displayed along with available information. The investigation determined the 
specifications for the three mechanical subsystems will ensure the competitiveness of our 6U bus 








Table 2.2-1. Company, cost, and features of commercially available CubeSat platforms 
[2][3][4][5][6][7]. 
Company Product Cost Main Features 
AAC Microtec SPARC 6U Platform Unlisted Power: 17-45W on-orbit generation 
ACS: 3-Axis Accuracy < 1° 
Astro Digital 6U CubeSats Unlisted Communication: 2 Channels, 300 Mbps 
Ka-Band and 170 Mbps Ka-Band 
Blue Canyon 
Tech 
XB6 Spacecraft Unlisted Payload Volume: 5U 
Power: 50 Wh storage 
Lifetime: >5 year on-orbit 
Clyde Space 3U Platform $12,200.00 Modular: Purchasable Subsystems 
Payload Volume: 1.6U 
Power: 50 W peak power with 40 Wh 
storage 
Lifetime: up to 5 years 
NanoAvionics ‘M6P’ 6U Platform Unlisted Payload Volume: 4U 
Pumpkin 3U CubeSat Kit $8750.00 Modular: Purchasable Subsystems 
 
Through this benchmarking research, we identified several opportunities for improvement. First, 
the products with listed costs were prohibitively expensive, altogether costing well over $10,000 
per satellite with the necessary subsystems to support our payload. Both products with listed costs 
in Table 2.2-1 only specified the cost of the structure itself, excluding the other subsystems. 
Developing a product that offers one or multiple subsystems far below these costs could create a 
far more approachable avenue for CubeSat design and manufacturing. Moreover, our satellite 
platform leaves approximately 3U of space available for potential payloads. This volume is 
comparable to those of the platforms listed in Table 2.2-1. Therefore, our platform achieves an 
available volume that is competitive with current market solutions, but with a lower cost. 
 
2.3 Sales and Marketing Strategies 
While CubeSats are gaining in popularity, they still encompass  a relatively small industry, 
meaning that identifying and targeting customers with advertising is challenging. Spreading 
awareness of this CubeSat platform would best be accomplished by affiliation with the popular 
avenues of launch or manufacturing. For instance, NanoRacks has recently developed the 
NanoRacks CubeSat Deployer (NRCSD) onboard the International Space Station. Since this 







familiarity with the ISS and NASA, as our satellite platform allows them to utilize these services. 
Emphasis will therefore be placed on developing a strong relationship with NASA and NanoRacks, 
such that when interested customers seek out more information regarding launches and how to 
carry out space missions using CubeSats, we will be among the first services they consider. 
 
Chapter 3: Manufacturing 
 
3.1 Manufacturing Plans 
In order to reduce cost and promote student involvement in CubeSat missions at SCU, production 
will be carried out primarily by students working on these project teams. The equipment in both 
the Mechanical Engineering Machine Shop and the Maker Lab are adequate for manufacturing the 
6U CubeSat Platform, though proper training of the students will be required to use this equipment. 
There do remain some manufacturing processes which will require work by outside parties, such 
as anodizing components. Additionally, students and staff working through the Robotics Systems 
Lab may also be involved in the manufacturing process.  
 
Because this platform will be incorporated into University projects and will be constructed 
predominantly by student teams, the estimated time to design and fabricate the complete system is 
between 1 to 2 years. The actual manufacturing of the entire system will be a small portion of this 
time, likely on the scale of 1-2 months of dedicated manufacturing time to fabricate and assemble 
the CubeSat Platform. Since both the mechanical subsystems and the satellite avionics have been 
developed as senior capstone projects, we can estimate the startup costs based on the budgets of 
these two projects. With our project budget of $3000 and the SCUCube budget of $5000, we 
estimate a startup cost of $8000 total to have the design and assembly full prepared and ready to 
begin production. 
 
3.2 Product Pricing 
As shown in Section 6.2.2, the estimated material cost of the mechanical systems can be estimated 
as $300. With the addition of avionics and solar panels, we estimate a material cost of roughly 
$2500 for the electronics and another $2000 for the panels, based on the costs of the SCUCube 
Project [8]. This brings our material cost for the 6U CubeSat to be $4800 per satellite, not including 
the costs of developing and fabricating the payload of the satellite. As shown in the startup costs, 
this leaves $3200 dedicated to fixed costs such as designing fixture and purchasing testing 
equipment and tooling. As is shown in Table 2.2-1, our material costs are sufficiently low enough 
that a sizeable profit margin can be made while still being far less expensive than competitive 
products, as most competitive products have a starting cost of closer to $10000, not including 








3.3 Service and Warranties 
Nominal operations of the 6U CubeSat Platform are estimated at 1 year. During this time, the 
satellite operators in the Robotics Systems Lab will oversee communications with the satellite and 
facilitate all other operations. Once in orbit, there is no way to fix damaged or malfunctioning 
hardware, so instead a replacement satellite must be fabricated and launched. However, the 
relatively low cost of 6U satellites and the CubeSat Launch Initiative organized by NASA both 
help mitigate this cost. 
 
The communications service provided by the CubeSat will be paid for by the organizations which 
contract with SCU for the particular mission assigned to a given CubeSat project. Because these 
satellites will be implemented by such organizations for use in disaster areas, the service provided 
by the RSL satellite operators and the satellite itself will be paid for by the organization not 
necessarily the end user, i.e. those living in the affected region. 
 
Chapter 4: Financial Plan 
 
Income for this business plan comes entirely from contractual work with external universities and 
businesses interested in launching their own spacecraft but lacking the infrastructure to do so. We 
estimate that each contract will cost roughly $40,000, based on the expenses for the satellite and 
wages anticipated. These expenses result from several sources: material costs of $5500 per 
satellite, which has been increase from the raw material costs in order to accommodate special 
changes to the hardware or mistakes while manufacturing; student wages were approximated as 3 
students working for 30 weeks at 19 hours per week for the design and integration and well as 2 
students working for 10 weeks at 19 hours per week for manufacturing, with an estimated wage of 
$15/hour; costs also result from the need to have access to infrastructure such as machines and 
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